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Zoning Board Denies McDade Request
To Have Vacant Lot Zoned Business
The Fulton Planning and Zoning
Commission voted unanimously
Monday night not to change residential status of the area former,
rs
el Maxwell
ly known as Carr's spi
property
McDade, owner of t
in the area appeared before the
planning and zoning group to
change the area to a business distrist.
A petition presented to the
board contained more than 35
residents of the area protesting
the change. The specific area
is a parcel of land 120 feet
wide and 390 feet long. It is
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(Ed's Note: This column is
written especially for my good
friend Mace McDade and to be
read to him so he might know
that our thoughts and our prayers are with him during his
critical illness. . . Jo)
A very good friend of ours is
confined to the Fulton Hospital
these fast approaching Spring
days and he's not very happy
about it at all. Mace McDade, the
greatest story-teller who ever settled on this Kentucky soil is getting mighty weary of the hospital
routine and if he had his way
he'd charge right out of that room
and take up his favorite pastime
of visiting around with his friends
and keeping up with the world in
general. But for the present he's
got to obey doctor's orders and
store up a lot of energy so he can
make up for the time he's lost not
being out and around.
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For a lot of reasons the people
who know and love him, and they
are many, call him by some endearing kinship. Hundreds of people around town call him "Uncle
Mace." We'd imagine that many
of them use the relationship justifiably, because he is a member of
an old and large family. A lot of
people call him by his first name
and hundreds more, when not actually addressing him, call him
friend. In our family we call him
"papa,a because he justs seems
like that to us, that's all. If Mary
To and R. Paul were to be pinned
down and pressed to indentify Mr.
McDade's real name, I imagine
they'd just come up with the word
"papa," because ever since they've
been knee high to ducks they've
enjoyed his friendship and kindness and listened to his yarns until the kinship has been almost
real.
I have visited with Mr. McDade
as many times as I could without
disturbing his rest, and each time
I leave the hospital I do so with
a new admiration for this man's
uncanny memory for events gone
by. He can remember every minute detail of some incidence that
happened a half century ago, and
somehow.! have Come to believe
that if he ever had any dark
moments in his life he took them
in such stride that they were just
funny incidents to him. A man
with such a robust capacity for
happiness feels a little "closed in"
in a hospital room, but you can
bet your life's savings that he's
added a whole new area of friends
among the hospital staff.

bounded on the south by an alley:
bounded on the west by Laurel
Street and bounded on the east
by Park Avenue and on the
north by McDade Avenue. The
hearing was being conducted as
provided in the zoning ordinance
as adopted by the City of Fulton.
The only residence that adjoins
the parcel of land sought to be
re-zoned is that belonging to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Fields. The Fields
residence contains a beauty shop
and until recently housed a children's shop. According to Les
Giddings, chairman of the Planning Commission, Mr. and Mrs.
Fields objected to the business district zoning.
Other structures adjoining the
parcel of land are all commercial;
a large super market, a service
station and an ice cream and
sandwich shop.
At the same time the City Commission has published a notice that
a liesaring will also be held on
April 2, to have an area known as
Deepwood Subdivision specified
as a residential area. The property is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Hunt and Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Jr.
Deepwood
Subdivision area,
known as the McDade Annexebob to the city, is rapidly becoming one of Fulton's most beautiful
residential areas. Meeting all the
specifications of required subdivision planning the area has
Paved streets, curbs and gutters
and is mapped to have each residence in a choice location. All
utilities aae made available in
the area.
Last Fall the Planning Commission recommended that Deepwood
Subdivision be zones as residential.

Names Different,
Parents Same,
So Are Honors
Glenn Exum and Jerry Elliott
may not have the same name, although they belong to the same
parents, but they do have one
other thing in common besides
their devoted parents. Both are
now Eagle Scouts, Glenn and
Jerry are sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Exum, who have devoted as many hours to Scouting than
any other two people in the area.
The Scout awards were presented in an impressive candelight
ceremony at the First Methodist
Church on Sunday and a large
number of admirers of the family,
and relatives, was present. Both
boys are members of Explorer
post No. 43.
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
church gave the invocation and
Bill-Johnson, associate advisor of
the post had charge of the program. Mr. Exum presented the
awards to his sons and Mrs. Exum
was presented miniature Eagle
pins.

South Fulton
Boosters Plan
Beauty Pageant

The South Fulton Booster Club
today announced plans for a
beauty pageant to be held at the
South Fulton Gym on April 13,
1962.
The winner of this revue will
compete as "Miss South Fulton"
in the Strawberry Festival at
Humbolt, Tennessee May 2-4.
Appointed as chairman of the
revue, which it is hoped will be
an annual project of the club, was
I have been in his hospital room W. W. Jetton.
when many- of his old friends
Various other committees were
came by to see him and his gratitude for their attention is so appointed and the functions of
heart-warming that it makes you each were explained by Mr.
want to share his illness so he can Brooks Crockett of Martin, Tenget well and hurry back to his nessee, who is helping the club
happy home again. If Mace Mc- this year in an advisory capacity.
More details of the revue will
Dade is worrying about anything
at all these days he's worrying be announced as plans are comabout the fact that he might be pleted.
Inconveniencing his family, who
are at his bedside constantly. But
he needn't worry about that.
Mars Nelle (Wright) has wanted
to embroider on a table-cloth for
a long time and sitting there with
him, she's made some real headway with it. And as far as Montez (Baird) is concerned, the weather has been too bad to play
The Woman's Club will spongolf, so being with her "papa" has
given her the opportunity to be sor a coffee and bake sale Friout of the house until the greens day, March 16th. The coffee will
get greener, and the course gets be held at the KU Kitchen from
mowed down to her size. And as 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. Thursday.
for his beloved wife, Dula, is conHomemade pies, cakes, candies
cerned, his illness has only trans- and cookies will be available at
ferred her constant attention and both local banks from 9:A. M. to
devotion to him from the home in 1:30 P. M.
This project is to help replenthe Highlands to his room at the
Fulton Hospital. So if we were to ish the treasury after installing a
speak to Papa through this column much needed heating system at
we'd say, "stop worrying old fren, the club home and it is hoped that
you've finally gotten your 'wim- all club members and the general
min folk' occupied while you public will support this effort.
(Continued on page five)

Woman's Club
To Sponsor Bake
Sale On Friday
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Red Devils Lose; Bulldogs Try Again
BULLETIN
At Press time on Wednesday South Fulton fans
joined their Kentucky neighbors in wishing victory
to the Fulton team at Louisville. The Red Devils fell
to a Mighty Meigs County team at the Tennessee
State basketball tournament at Nashville by a score
of 87-36. Kentucky fans left in Fulton on Wednesday were rooting hard for the South Fulton Red
Devils.

ELATED BULLDOGS—Fulton City was a halm,'
group after walking off with the First Region
Tournament title Saturday night. The members of
the Fulton City team are pictured above after receiving the championship trophy. Ladd Stokes is
holding the trophy. Ken Allen, who hit for 29 points

in the finale, is at the left with a net around his
neckneck. Don Burnette, another Fulton City hero,
is next to Allen. Fulton City beat Reidland 63-58 in
the finals to win the State Tournament trip. The
Bulldogs will play Caneyville today at 8 a. m. in the
opening round of the state meet,.
Compliments Paducah Sun Democrat

It's A Man's World On Twin City
P-TA Circuit; Bates, Allen Elected
It's a man's world on the PT-A
circuit-in, the twin cities. For the
first time in the history of TerryNorman Elementary School a man
was electing
'
, to head the group and
it's not stirprising. Paul Bates,former minister of the Central
Church of Christ and now representative of a large book firm was
elected president of the group
last Thursday.
Meanwhile across the border, another prominent church leader
was elected president of the
South Fulton P-TA when Rev.
Hulon Allen was named head of
the group.
At the Terry-Norman meeting
other officers named include Mrs. Herbie Hunt, vice. president,
Mrs. Paul Bates, secretary and
Mrs. John Joe Campbell, treasurer. The report of the nominating
committee was given by Mrs. W.
B. Stokes. Members of the committee were: Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Mrs. David
Hornra and Mrs. Stokes.

Robert Ivey Is
Promoted To Full
Colonel In Army

It was announced that the anLt.-Col. Robert H. Ivey, former
nual Spring Conforence will be
held at Tilghman Iiigh,school on Judge Advocate Of the 101st. Air.
March .22 and, the new 'Slate of borne Division at 'Ft. Campbell
and present judge Advocate of
officers was named as delegates.
the United States. Military AcadDaily Leader publisher Vyron emy at West Point, New York,
Mitchell had charge of the pro- has been prompted to full Colonel,
gram and the group got a bird's according to word received in
eye view of today's thinking yulton this week.
Both Col. and Mrs. Ivey are
among teen-agers. Kay Morris,
Scarlet Turner, Barry Roper and well known in Fulton. Mrs. Ivey
Lynn Williamson appeared on the is the former Charlotte Terry, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
panel with Mr.aMitchell.
Terry of Fulton.
At the South Fulton meeting
the principal speaker for the day
was Miss Violet Crook, who spoke
on mental illness. Jan Bel/ gave
a -talk on 'The Food We Eat' and
Susan Fozzard presented an accordion number.
Clarence 0. Mcacham, bel,
Other South Fulton officers Eulton merchant, died at the Fulelected are: Mrs. E. K. Alexander, ton Hospital Wednesday at 12:58
Inall health in recent years,
first vice president; Mrs. Harold
Wallace, second vice president; he had suffered from heart trouMrs. Cecil Lee Wade, secretary; ae culminating in a heart aktack
about a week ago and a stroke a
Mrs. Jim Huffine, treasurer.
few days, later. He was 73.
Survivors include his wife, Pearline Hastings Meacham; two dauThe News reports your - - ghters, Mrs. Betty Wade and Mrs.
Edna Holt, and one son, James
•
Meacham, all of Fulton; five
grandchildren, Sandra and Charles Holt, Kathy Meacham, Lynn
and Gordon Wade. A son, Clifford,
and a grandson, Jimmy Meacham,
preceded him in death.
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
Mr. Meacham was born in
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Weakley County, Tennessee Sept.
It is easier to write a story this couple has just returned from a 24, 1889, the son Of James and
week, and it would be big news, three weeks' long vacation that Eliza Newbill Meacham. He opeto tell of the people who stayed took them from cold New Jersey rated Meacham's Market on Comin town instead of those who are to the sunny climate of Florida. mercial Avenue for about 16 years,
travelling out of town. A mass They were wise in going to New retiring about five years ago- The
evacuation was taking place all Jersey first so they could have a business has been continued by
over the twin city area as hun- greater appreciation of Florida's his son James.
Mr. Meacham was a member of
dreds of loyal basketball fans incomparable weather, The Intravelled to Nashville for the tindolas visited in New Jersey the First Baptist Church, a deacon,
Tennessee State tournament and with Smokey's folks, whose Dad and a member of the Everready
to Louisville for the Kentucky has been rather ill lately. And in Sunday School class.
Funeral arrangements are inState basketball tournaments. But asking where they went in Florthese events are not the only ones ida Adele said: "Everywhere and complete as the News goes to
taking Fultonians away from had a wonderful time." While press, but services will be Friday,
home.
they were gone the Jack and Jill with Hornbeak Funeral Home in
Children's Shop, which the Intin- charge.
Elva and Ernest Fall are wend- doles operate was "manned" efing their way to Lexington this ficiently by Lola Homra and
week-end to visit with their dau- Sammy Hastings.
ghter Ann, a student at the University of Kentucky. Ann's sororiThe annual "Holiday On Ice"
ty, Chi Omega, is having a family spectacular in Memphis last week
night dinner Saturday night and attracted many Fultonians as it
of course Elva and Ernest want to does every year. Ethel McDaniel
The Rotary Club held its regumake their family affair complete and Terry and Jane Edwards and lar meeting Tuesday with Harvey
by being there. Sara and Ward "little" Jane and Ginger had lots Caldwell in charge of the proBushart and Lawrence and Ann of fun attending the show. Every gram. Mr. Caldwell had as his
Holland will be in central Ken- year we make plans to go and guest Mrs. Wendall Coffman of
tucky this week-end also as they then something happens and our Fulton. Mrs. Coffman, soloist, seplan to attend to pleasure and plans go by the board as do many lected "Mother McCree", "How
plans in your family, too. But, Great Thou Art" and "In The
some business.
actually the kids enjoy it more Mood."
Three visiting Rotarians were
Adele and Smoky Intindola can than we do, because we always get
Ralph
and
give you the latest weather re- a ,real hankering to learn how C. V. Thompson
ports of the Eastern United States those folks can jump up and Schutte both of Paducah and Bob
(Continued on page four)
Glisson of Martin.
this week. This popular Fulton

Clarence Meacham Dies;
Services To Be Friday

,
Diary Of um s

-'Mrs. Coffman Is
Soloist Tuesday

'Business as usual" was the most obsolete slogan in
the dictionary this week in the twin cities: The only
business at hand was the electrifying enthusiasm manifest around these parts because for the first time in the
history of the twin cities Fulton and Soitth Fulton basketball teams are participants in State tournaments of
their respective States. South Fultores Red Devils upset
the top team of the entire region when they defeated the
Dresden Lions. Although they • -lost out in the district
finals they went to.the region as runners-up, then upset
Trezevant and a strong Dyersburg team to reach the'
finals. They lost in the finals to Obion Central, but still
got to the tournament as runners-up. South Fulton drew
a bye for the first round and met Meigs County, the win•
ner of the Savannah-Meigs tilt on Tuesday.
Fulton met all comers in the district and the regional and earned its bid for a State tournament berth
for the second time in six years. Coach Charlie Thomas'
crack team of 1957 also was a member of Kentucky's
'sweet sixteen" of State tournament play.
- Fulton "meets Caneyvitle of the Fourth District on
Thursday morning at eight o'clock Fulton time. The
game will be broadcast over Radio Station WFUL.
Community pride and newspaper space prohibits
writing too much about the local teams. Howfrom
us
ever, area columnists have heaped praise where praise
is due.

.... Gee Thanks!

Jim Elkins, Sports editor of •t'
Paducah-Sun Democrat had this
to say after the fighting Bulldogs
Upset Lowes in the biggest upset
of the season Thursday night.

Tuesday 'night and Wednesday
By Jim Elkins
morning looked mighty dark for
Fulton' City's startling upset
about 18 Fulton High School stugdents who made reservations on a win ,over•Lowes in the Fir-4
ional Toarnarnent Thurs,(lay isght
Greyhound bus proposedssathartcred to the State'tournament Was triggered' by two is:s
in Louisville. Thirty-seven reser- lea' factors that, most people ar!o
vatimrs were needed: But Wed- unaware of.'
erit pr 1)An almost imoot iced
nesday morning Radio Station
WFUL begat. . appeals- for. moro ably put Fulton City in the dr students to go on. the bus or for termined mood \Ouch the BollI,,l11".
itIldt'M rite (10:4> (iisp17,yed
generous Fultordans
After tiressing for the gin me,
the tost of the bas trip so that
_ Fulton City had to
some students could g() who e(
ni.gto.,111 in
the Blue De)ils' dr
not Sfford the trip. •
flooi Smne
It didn't take long for generaus going to thi.:
Fultonians to open -their hearts of the I.1\‘'(•-• pl..yers lz-mi.thed at
and their pocketbooks at $7.75 the Fulton City 1.):m) in a
(-1
('ach, ;ind ha' ten o'clock Wednes- Marne!' Wilt`t1 the
day the bus was praeticAlly cell- through the ronns
"I think that kirsily made nor
in g and at least 19 students we-re
looking forward ta the, trip to the boys mad." said Ct).-.(1). Chi'
tournament .mtide possible. by the Caddas after the uniOn.
Hickman C'ount,
donations.pf these merchants and
key role in seltais
individuals:
Fultoa Roofing & lnuhirton. trady for the game- mentally
lute Ito kman C.c..mtv
Burnett() Tractor. Co., Mt's. Fred
in the nnpennnnz row)
the _
Stokes (Hickman ). Mr. and Mrs.
underdog F.,Ic•i.s; •
Carl- Pirtle, Charles Gregory. district.
Mac and Fay Flower Shop. Quality hatEed the favor(d
down to the '.tire before'losin4 iii
Cleaners. Nationa: Store.
Also Southside Drug Store, N. an overtime.
after that
-The boys decid,
K. Hickerson (Hickman), Anonymous, Harry Allison and, Sisters, game, that they really had to put
Citj, Employees of South Fultcm. cut to win." pointed out .the husky
including, Mayor Milton Counce Caddas, a. fornier Murray State
Mrs. Emily Dame, Mrs. Elizabeth footballer.
"I got the feeling we would Win
Linker; Mrs. Marie Wright, Earl
Thorpe (Obion County Trustee): about noon today," said Caddas.
"The boys just seemed to be City Drug Store.
Also J. R. (Happy) Hogan, right. This is p real good bunch of
Reed Bros. Feed and. Seeds, Mrs. boys," 'explained Caddas. "The
Fred Holder and Patsy, Andrews only trouble I've had with them '
Jewelry Store, Evans Drug Store, is that they're such good boys that
Killebrew Flower and Gift Shop, it's hard to get them keyed up for
Ray's Sandwich Shop, Browder a game,"
Milling Co.
HAD TO KEEP ON PRACTICKasnow's and the- Budget Shop -thra BASKETBALL—The good(Continued on page The)
made a $5.00 donation.

McBride Resigns As Commissioner
To Accept Position At City National
DeNlyer said that the
The Board of Directors of the
City National Bank has named Board of Commissioners would
L. M. McBride to the position of meet at an early date to fill Mr.
Vice-president and cashier of the McBride's position.-The appOilltee
,will serve out Mr. McBride's eninstitution.
Mr. McBride is a member of the tire unexpired term of office.
Among those prominently menFulton Board of Commissioners;
the Fulton Rotary Club, and the tioned as a commissioner to replace Mr. McBride is Ward JohnFulton Country Club.
On Wednesday Mr. McBride son, an experienced public oftendered his resignation to Mayor ficial, who received 304 votes in
Gilbert DeMyer and the Board the September primary to place
of Commissioners indicating that fourth among the top eight canto hold such a public office would, disates chosen to run in the genbe a conflict of interest in his new er 1 election in November.
Ih \spite of the fact that Mr.
position. Mr. McBride, one of
Fulton's most prominent and JohnsUn :took himself out of the
popular businessmen lead the bal- competition tn the general eh loting in both the primary and tion, when a bitter camp'
the general election and has serv- brought charges and cour
ed as finance chairman and Mayor charges among the candidates.
pro tern on the Board of Commis- Johnson received a compliment
(Continued on page five)
sioners.

Compulsory Vaccination Law Seeks To Protect
Public Health; Exemptions Protect Opposition
health, there is also an exemption..
So why the commotion?
Senator Rex Logan, a Democratic Senator from Smith's Grove, who
has checked in with Happy Chandler
each day during the present session
to get brainwashed, complains that
the bill gives the State Health Department full responsibility to declare
an epidemic when they see fit, thus
violating the protection that some
people are entitled to under the bill.
One Fulton physician said: "Except for religious convictions and the
condition of a person's health I have
always required my patients to be
vaccinated against the diseases mentioned in the bill, so there will be no
difference in my practice that I can
see if the bill becomes law."
It is a sad commentary on government in general when legislators
become so intent on publicity-seeking that they deliberately undermine
those professions that are founded-onfaith and trust.
Many of the bills that have been
enacted into law during this session
^f the. Kentucky General Assembly
have deserved criticism and the glare
of the public. But it is our opinion
that the compulsory vaccination law
is not one of them.

The Senate has approved a bill
and sent it to Governor Combs for
signature that would require compulsory vaccination shots against diptheria, poliomyelitis, whooping cough
and tetanus within twelve months after a child's birth. The bill passed the
Kentucky General Assembly 26-7.
Some of the critics of the bill
charged that it was 'forcing something blown the' people's throats."
Some of the more outspoken opponents of the new law could stand a
good dose of immunization themselves against hod and mouth disease,
for the pattern of these critics has
been to speak out'willy-nilly on almost every issue just for the sheer
joy of being opposed to something.
The bill provides that no youngster would be permitted to enroll in
school without a certificate showing
he had been given the required shots
and we can see nothing wrong with a
law that seeks to prevent contagious
disease among school children, and
moreover protects the child.
There is certainly no coercion involved in the bill, for if the vaccinaVon is against the religious beliefs of
• the child's parents the child could enter school anyway. If the vaccination
would prove injurious to a child's

Our Readers Keep Abreast Of Public's Right
To Know; Influence Of Newspapers Is High
Since Fulton and South Fulton
citizens were recently "exposed" to
some closed meetings of local governmental units our readers have brought
is clippings from other newspapers
on the subject.
Here's an article from the Huntington (W.Va.) Herald-Advertiser
that was also reprinted in the nearbyMayfield Messenger:
Influence Of Newspapers
A recent television program undertook to examine the reasons behind the demise of two Los Angeles
daily newspapers. It was one of those
'documentaries," in which nobody is
norm itted to draw a definite conclusion, but viewers could hardly dodge
the message that two such papers
would not expire simultaneously unless the owners had come to some
agreement beforehand.
Nevertheless, the usual prophets
of doom were on hand to blame the
• whole thing on the quality of modern
journalism. These critics have been
saying for years that newspapers
h-avulost-their-"infiwith read:
ers and hence are not as 'important"
as they used to be.
It is certainly true that no newsplpers today—in the United States
r anywhere else—influences its readership as did newspapers of the Nineteenth Century. But this is due to the
education and sophistication of readnewsers than to the deterioration ofnapers.
If the people who say that newspapers have no "influence" today
mean they are unable to persuade the
government to embark on all ill-advised military expedition, they are
certainly correct. Such matters have
gone beyond the layman's area of
knowledge, for one thing. But more
importantly, the government and the
people it represents have "grown
up."
The world today is much too cornTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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plex to be influenced in any particular by the opinions of journalists.
Journalism's prime job is to inform
and insofar as possible to interpret. At
the state and local level, newspapers
may help to shape public opinion, but
only to the extent that they have established a reputation for truth and
integrity. Apparently, neither of the
departed Los Angeles newspapers
qualified in this respect.
Newspaper critics seldom stop
to think that the better the newspaper
does its job of reporting and informing, the less it can argue its readers
into sharing unjustifiable opinions
and false theories. And anyone who
believes that American press today
is not a better medium of information,
from every standpoint, than it was in
Horace Greeley's day simply doesn't
know what he's talking about.
And from the Memphis Commercial Appeal:
Governtent In Public
One of the absolute requirements
when the people govern themselves _
is for their elected representatives to
act in public. The people must have
an -unrestricted view in person and
through the eyes of reporters when
decisive actions are taken. Those who
• hold elective officers must stand and,
be counted for or against the proposals of the day.
In many local governments there
is an urge to hold secret meetings but
in Memphis the theory of acting in
publirell understood and unusually well observed.
It is therefore pertinent to ask
what the proposal for unified citycounty government does about public
meetings. In the preliminary draft
being circulated in advance of appointment of a charter commission
this question is definitely answered.
As to the Legislative Council.
holding ultimate power in local government, the original wording is:
"The Legislative Council shall meet
not less than once every two weeks.
. . All meetings shall be open to the
public.'
As to the Board of Education the
wording is:
... Regular meetings open to
the public shall be held at least once
•
each month.",
ACHIEVEMENT
The devotion of thought to an
honest achievement makes the
achievement possible.
—Mary Baker Eddy
I try all things; I achieve what I
can.
—Herman Melville

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatiers

•

"So I said, I'll stand on my record!' Then he looked
up my record and fired me!"

So, they all adjourned to a nearby restaurant and had a long
"home town" session over their
coffee. Glenn works for Hughes
Aircraft, and lives in Westchester,
not too far from Hal. Jack Snow
works for Nutrilite Products in
their main production center in
Buena Park, Calif., only about
fifty minutes from Hal. Roy and
Barbara live in Anaheim, and Jack
and "Marsie" only live about
three blocks from them. So, they're
all planning some "Horne Town
Get-togethers" soon!
A Fulton taxicab driver reported Thursday night that he was
robbed of his money and cab by a
passenger between Martin and
Sharon.
Paul Cooley, the driver, telephoned' -the cab owner, Virgil
Puckett, about 9:20 p. m. and told
of the robbery.
Paul picked up the man (a
white man) at the local depot and
he asked to be driven to a place
off the highway between Martin
and Sharon. Paul's brother went
along for the ride.
Shortly after leaving the main
highway, the passenger, who was
. riding in the back seat, stuck a

FROM THE FILE:—

Turning Back The Clock-....MEMO..• --

.....•01•••••.11.41111

President F. A. Homra presided
at the dinner meeting- of the
YMBC in the Rainbow room this
week. The club is encouraging the
sale of victory bonds and stamps
in Fulton; Secretary Paul Bushart
Is to contact a Paducah agency
about getting defense plants in
this area, and M. L. Parker has
been named chairman of a committee to get a recreation center
for servicemen in Fulton.
Coach Herschel Giles and members of the Fulton basketball team
were guests of local Rotarians
Tuesday. The team includes Layne
Spence, Hugh McClellan, Jack
Moore, Fred Hassell, Billie Reed,
Don Sensing, Dick Meacham,
Shelby Davis, Robert Hart, Davis
Holloway and manager Willard
Terry Payne. The Bulldogs are
First District champions for 1942.
Roy D. Taylor has been named
as a dealer for Purina feeds in
this area.
The U- T agricultural extension
service issued these tips to citizens
in this area this week: 1) Help
conserve the country's limited
wool supply by making every
wool garment you now have, last
as long as possible; 2) Buy carefully, plan ahead and stop handto-mouth buying; 3) Waste nothing. To help bring victory throw

away nothing that is wholesome
to eat or can be converted into
something useful, such as converting waste fat into soap. Save
papers, metals, rubber, rags and
burlap. Save electricity and fuel.
Three suits or dresses cleaned at
Parisian Laundry, $1.00 . . . 8
O'Clock coffee, 3 lbs. 58c at A&P
. Strand Theatre, admission 11c
anytime . . Eat at Lowe's Cafe,
open day and night . . .
Jimmie Jackson, Hubert Jackson, Everett Rose, Colie Aldridge
and Whitsell Bowden, all of Dukedom, attended the Graves County
basketball tournament in Mayfield last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem and
Mrs. Mary Adams of Pierce Route
2, and Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith
and Miss Roberta DeMyer were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob DeMyer.
Six Cayce PTA members gave
talks at the meeting this week.
These included Mrs. Joe Wall, J.
B. McGehee, Mrs. Ethel Browder,
Mrs. W. H. Harrison, Mrs. R. A.
Mabry and Cayce Principal A. J.
—
Lowe.
Meet your air raid warden, take
his advice; your life may depend
on it. Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, K. P.
Dalton, Robert J. Lamb, Hendon
Wright, Cecil Weatherspoon.

About Town With

OgEncha Jewellll
1 in
,
.Hal Riddle_nl_ Hnllywood jells Bible Translators, worki
”itten
me that this May is the 25th an-, tribes where there is no v
niversary of the graduation, from language yet. They are with these
Fulton High School, of his class.. 'tribes first to learn and record the
to
He is coming honif in August (his: tribal language, and then
newparents are Mr. and Mrs. F. H. translate the Bible into their
they
Riddle of Mayfield), and would ly "Written" tongue, so that
and
like for me to help him and see if might learn about Christ,
his class (Class of 1937) can't have give their lives to Him.
Well, it seems that a couple of
a reunion sometime. in August.
I'll be listing all of them in the Sundays ago Hal had charge of
paper soon, and we hope to be the Evening Sunday Service at his
able to track them down and see church and he presented a program consisting of seven of his
what we can arrange.
Did you see the TV show, University Age students, giving
"Shannon" Thursday night?,..Nal sepaarte parts of a sermon titled,
had the male supporting lead in it, "Balance in the Effective Christand was very good. He played the ian Life". Hal opened and closed
role of "Fred Ringer", the !Thad of the presentation.
Rehabilitation
After it was over and Hal was
the - Narcotics
Home, where the search was going in the foyer of the church talking
to different members of the
on for the "suspect".
The former Fulton boy has also church, suddenly a young couple
appeared briefly in "Doctor Kil- walked up him. Hal was at the
dare" and "Bus Stop", shows re- moment engaged in a conversation
cently.
with one of the members, but acknowledged the presence of the
According to a letter I received
from Hal Friday, he had quite a "strange" young couple standing
directly in front of him, with a
surprise the other Sunday night.
Many of you probably know
nod—then started to continue his
that Ha4-has been very active in conversatioh with the former
member, when suddenly he took a
his church work since he's been
on the Hollywood scene—having real "double take", as he calls it!
served a couple of years with Roy For there standing in front of him
was ack and Martha Ellen Snow,
and Dale Rogers as an officer in
the Hollywood Christian -Group, whom Hal had not seen for many,
and for the past four years he has many years. He could hardly be
been actively in charge of the lieve his eyes! Suddenly, he lookUniversity Age Group at the Uni- ed directly behind them and there
versity Bible Church, just five stood Glenn Weatherspoon and his
minutes off the Campus of UCLA, wife, and with them was Glenn's
mother, Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon!!
in Westwood, Los Angeles.
This is where most of Hal's It seems that Roy and Barbara
energies have been channeled for Pendergraft (She is the former
the past few years, and it has Barbara Askew of Fulton) had
been a great joy to him to have seen the announcement of the serseen nine of his young men (after vice in the paper, had alerted all
finishing-their schooling at UCLA, the Fulton folks, and surprised
and other nearby Universities) en- Hall And he had to admit it was a
ter Dallas Theological Seminary, terrific surprise!
He hadn't even spotted them in
Dallas, Texas, for training to enter the ministry. (Three more will the church as he spoke from the
pulpit! Hal didn't even know that
be entering this Fall.)
Jack and Glenn were in CaliThree of the young ladies from
the group are now in foreign coun- fornia. But he had visited Roy
tries serving with the Wyckliffe and Barbara a year or so ago.

Just in case any of you have
been missing me around this
week, I am in Lexington attending
a school. I came up Sunday and
will return to Fulton Friday evening.

100 Years Ago This Week
An IllgtorIcal review of THE CIVIL WAR DAY-WV-DAT
Material Ig from publication of exactly one hundred V Cars &so; orlal••1
wording from references In the Library of Contecrio Washington. Reporting
In th• imam. figs usually very tine-gidech
•erli to be fair in coverage and
ornery. •'
,Wens,' halane.e . . . EDI.
HT

March 13, 1942

gun to the back of the cab driver's head, and demanded that they
get out of the car.
As Paul's brother at out, he
dropped his billfold on the ground.
And, when the holdup man demanded their wallets he said he
didn't have one. After the gunman had gotten Paul's, which contained only a small amount of
money, and searched Paul's brother, he (the gunman) got into
the cab and drove off, leaving the
two brothers standing in the middle of the road. He did tell them
before leaving that there was a
house about a mile away, but
that the residents had no phone.
They had to search for quite
sometime in the dark before the
billfold which Paul's brother had
dropped, was found. Then, after
walking about a mile and a half,
they found a phone, r:nd called'
help.
Later in the night a report came
in that the cab was seen ht.toward Memphis.

WILLIAM

H. IdaIIIITIY

(Kentucky Civil War Commission) Army, Tilghman destined to be
One hundred years ago this killed in battle at Champion's Hill
week, the Louisville journal re- in the 1863 Vicksburg campaign,
printed a story that had appeared Buckner to survive the war, bein a Boston newspaper about a come editor of the Louisville
hostile demonstration that had Courier, governor of Kentucky,
marked the arrival in Boston of and a pallbearer at U. S. Grant's
two Confederate officers from funeral and to die in 1914 at the
Kentucky who, as prisoners of age of 91.)
During the week under review,
war, were being taken to Fort
Warren, Massachusetts. They were Union troops under- Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen. Simon -Bolivar Buck- James-A. Garfield surprised a batner, who had surrendered Fort talion of Virginia militia at Pound
Donelson to Union Brig. Gen. U. Gap in Leteher County, drove the
S. Grant, and Brig.'Gen. Lloyd Virginians away, and burned 80
Tilghman, who had surrendered log huts the Confederates had built
for their winter quarters. It was
Fort Henry.
Word had spread through Boston through Pound Gap that Brig.
that the two Confederate generals Gen. Humphrey Marshall had
would be on a train that would withdrawn his Confederate comarrive at the railway station at a mand to winter quarters in Vircertain time, and a huge crowd ginia after his troops and those of
was there. "The crowd, in spite the future President had fought
of the efforts of a considerable at Middle Creek, near Prestonscorps of policemen, pressed around burg, January 10.
Four men who had been enthe cars," the Boston newspaper
reported. "Various sentiments of gaged in putting up a telegraph
an emphatic, and sometimes of a line for the use of the Union
nature bordering on the profane, Army, and while at work had
been captured by Confederate
were freely uttered."
For a time it appeared that the Capt. John Hunt Morgan and his
threatening crowd might seize the men, returned to Louisville and
prisoners, but neither Buckner were interviewed. They said the
nor Tilghman showed any sign of Rebels took them into custody
nervousness. The Boston paper about 13 miles south of Lebanon,
said Bucicner completely ignored on the Columbia road. Later they
the demonstration, but Tilghman were reelased by order of Gen.
seemed to be amused at the mob's Albert Sidney Johnston. "The reefforts to reach him. Eventually leased prisoners state that Morthe military 'escort, aided by Bos- gan was uniformly kind and
ton police, managed to take the obliging to them," the reportprisoners out of the station by a er wrote. 'He mounted them on
little-used exit, and lodged them wagon horses, which were without
safely in Fort Warren.
saddles; this deficiency, however,
(Later in 1862, both generals was soon supplied, as he confiscatwould be exchanged and return to ed all the horses and riding_gear
duty with the Confederate States along his route."

SPRING SEED
AND PLANTING NEEDS
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
All Kinds of flower seed
Many PATENTED rose bushes, plus a large
supply of other kinds
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees
Aim

PINK AND WRITE DOGWOOD TREES
CONCORD GRAPE VINES
Kenland White and Ladino clover
Grass seed, orchard grass, Red Top,
Timothy, Rye Grass, Bluegrass
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed
Special Plant Bed Fertilizer

ACItitts-crid Sodas
East State Line
FENCING

Phone 202 - 602
__ ROOFING

"Listen to our ads over WFUL"
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Governor Combs Is Top Salesman For Slate's Arts and Crafts
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22nd Annual Meeting Of Paris
District WSCS Held In Fulton
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FEWER LICENSES ISSUED .
The Division of Driver Licens-'
ing of the Kentucky Department
of Safety has reported that 19,947 fewer driver licenses were
issued in Kentucky in 1961 than in
1960. According to Division pi,
rector Don Sullivan, theer were
1,215,392 licensed drivers in 1960,
Standard Oil Stations are now but only 1,195,445 in 1961.
offering Southern motorists a line
of revolutionary new motor oils,
1111 I, Is Radio Active
it was announced today by W. C.
Smith, president of Standard Oil
Company (Kentucky).
Sold under the brand name R137:
these new motor oils contain ;.
ASK ABOUT NEPHRON INHALANT
ashless detergent that halts engin,
PLEASANT AND PROMPT RELIEF EVL.I
wear, Smith stated.. 'Phis deterFROM THE MOST DISTRESSINU
SYMPTOMS
gent leaves no ash deposits; keeps
cOmbustion chambers clean" and
FULTON
(ITY Ditirc. ti
moving parts free of stud'.•
that engines perform bette!
longer. and require less mainti
ance.
"These new RPM oils have bee'
thoroughly road-tested in ottoAll types of Insuratii e
Marketing areas ahd millions ,.•
miles of customer driving hi.SAVE ! GET our
proved that ashless detergents .,
a remarkable job of halting. f '
PACKAGE DEAL.
gine wear," the Standard sliolc,
man said.
"Covering everything"
With the it‘troduction of Yu
Phone 468
RPM Motor Oils, Standard's ret.,.
Fulton, Hy.
outlets will offer the cinly col,
422 Lake St.
plete line of deposit-free oils
the South.

Deposit-Free
Motor Oils
Now Available

"Our Mission in the World", Mrs. H. N Strong, Jr. rendered a
was the theme for the twenty- lovely solo...Remembered in the
second Annual meeting, of the service from Fulton area were:
Paris District Woman's SOCTelTOT-Mrs. Vivian Beadles, Mrs.+ Frank
Christian Service was held in ktie Cole, Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt. and
sanctuary of he First Methodist Ed Robert. The presidents of each
Church, Fulton, on Thursday, local society gave their Annual
Report for the past year.
11 •
March 1st.
New officers installed were:
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Murray, Kentucky, the Vice-President of the Mrs. J. B. Wilson, President, MurDistrict presided over the.meet- ray, Kentucky; Mrs7L. P. Carney,
ing. She intreduced. the. Rev. W. Vice-President, Fulton, Kentucky;
T. Barnes, Pastor of Abe Fulton Mrs. John Whitnel, Treasurer,
Church, who gave an inspirational Murray, Kentucky: Mrs. A. L. Kinmeditation on Opr Mission - ard, Secy. of Christian Social Relatiosis,_P_aris Tennessee; Mrs. W.
Witnessing for Christ.
The nearly two hundred mem- S. Jones, Secy., of Literature and
bers and guests present were. 4iv- Publications, Hazel,.Kentucky:
en a gracious welcome by Tors. L. Mrs. Athel Shepherd, Secy., of
P. Carney, President of the Fulton Missionary Personnel, Murray
Society. The guests included sev- Kentucky; Mrs. Ernest B. Carderal past and present Conference well, Secy., of Promotion, Fulton,
Officers as well as past district Kentucky; Mrs. Leland Budd,
Secy., of Wesleyan Service Guild,
officers.
Mrs. J. 0, Lewis, music director, Fulton,'Kentucky; and Sub-Disled group singing, accompanying trict Leaders: Mrs. Frank Brady,
her at the organ was Mrs. J. C. Fulton, Kentucky; Mrs. N. P. Hutsorer Murray, Kentucliy; Mrs. L.
Winter.
Mrs. R. Solon Hamer, President E. McCord, Paris,. Tennessee.
of the Memphis Conference, in"go"'"—"""111111181.111111.11
troduced the very gracious and
dynamic speaker, Mrs. W. B. Lanrum, Division Field Worker of
the Board of Missions who has
just recently completed three
532.50
Governor Bert Combs, left, shows a new, hand- Economic Development. The lamp is one of the 'Months on the mission fields
Twin Beds, complete, each
Attorneys James Warren of
around
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spent
world.
S65.00
Capitol
his
outfitting
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used
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Combs
items
of
director
from
center,
crafted lamp to Paul Hadley,
Fulton,—Jack Roberts of Clinton,
Bedroom suites, like new,
month in Korea and Japan on
$19.95
the State Division of Arta and Crafts, and E. B. office with furniture made in Kentucky handcraft special assignment and she also and David Reed of Paducah were
Nice chifferobe
in Louisville, attending a seminar
visited twenty-two other countries
Kennedy, commissioner of the State Department of industries.
$
the
by
sponsored
National
AssoOdd bedsteads, from
on her tour. She spoke on "The
elation of Claimants and Com0
55
7.9
S27
from
Governor Bert Combs, a suc- for a rocking chair to $475 for an to Commissioner E. B. Kennedy, kind of world we live in today",
suites,
room
Living
nsation Attorneys Bar,AssociaP.e
$49.95
cessful salesman of Breathitt upholstered sofa. Most of the items rapidly developing small craft using the 46th Psalm to emphasize t
on Jointly with the Kentucky
Nice suite for den or office
County rocking chairs, has ex- in Combs' office are from Berea businesses in Kentucky. He said her talk on what she saw in the Association of Trial
Attorneys.
$34.95
panded his line of handcrafted College Student Crafts, but Scaf:. that his department's division of various countries. Inclosing her. The
Breakfast table and chairs, like new
seminar was conducted by
foldcrane Craft Center in Rock- arts and crafts has been instru- message she told of her inspiring
Kentucky products.
S19.95
a
of
stellar
panel
nationally
known
tables
end
craft
13
and
visit to the Parthenon in Athens
Nice office
castle County and Kentucky mental in establishing
trial lawyers and lecturers.
Governor Combs says he views
$22.50
Mountain Crafts in Jackson are centers during the past year, 12 and hearing a young French
from
rugs,
wool
new
12
x
9
the handcraft industry "as one of
The subject under discussion is
of which are in Eastern Ken- schoolboy reading Paul's Letter on
also represented.
the best solutions yet offered" to
"The Proper Handling of a Tort
$ 5.95
tucky.
Mars
in
Hill,
his
native
tongue.
new
the
9 x 12 linoleum rugs
Combs, commenting on
help alleviate unemployment in
Mrs. W. T. Barnes, Conference (suit for damages) case from Beare
comcenters
the
"Although
PRICE
HALF
from
aside
furniture, said that
the Eastern Kentucky region.
Remnants of rugs
ginning to End," including "How
more comfor- paratively small business," Ken- Secretary of Youth, and wife of to
$ 5.00
Select a Jury"; "Methods of
Combs, who sold over 15 rock- making his office a
the host churches' Minister, offerUsed motors
giving
are
people
nedy
"they
said,
work,
to
place
ing chairs last month after one table and attractive
ed grace preceding luncheon ser- Cross Examination"; and "Openand
income
who
employment
it.
of
some
ing Statements and Jury Arguwas given to him, has now turned he hoped he could sell
take or- other wise would not have it. In ved by members if the Fulton Sohis office into a display case for He said that he plans to
ciety. Immediately following the ment."
the
mean
the
some
cases,
centers
"looks
even
who
over 20 pieces of furniture made ders from anyone
difference in whether or not a luncheon a Memorial Service was
in Kentucky handcraft industries. like" he might want an item.
Pound for pound, few foods, if
"Trade with Wade and Save
family has sufficient food and conducted by Mrs. Ernest CardEcoof
Department
State
well, the new District Secretary any, offer as much per-dollar as
The
The products, valued at nearly
Phone 478
clothing."
217 Main Street
$2,500, range in price from $11.95 nomic Development is, according
Kennedy went on to say that of Promotion, for members who rice, say U-T Extension agents in
have
died durim, the past .,year. consumer information-marketing.
the search for wholesale and retail outlets for the newly manu—SEE—
factured products has been just as
successful as the search for new
producers. He said that the products were now being sold in over
a dozen stores and shops throughFOR YOUR
out Kentucky and in every State
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
park that has a souvenir shop.
OFFERED SPRING QUARTER 1962 AT
FARMER'S LIABILITY. COVERAGE
Most of the craftsmen who market work through the centers are
FARM LOANS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNE SSEE, MARTIN BRANCH
members of the Kentucky Duild of
208 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 5
and
Artists
Craftsmen which Was
set. up in late 1960.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY 345 PsychoACCOUNTING 211 The first course in the
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Attend Seminar

WADE'S USED STORE

Wade's Used Furniture Store

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

EXTENSION'COURSES

aft

Happy Birthday

Fixing up your home!

arge

Let your fingers
do the walking...

March 15:.Suzanne Copeland,
Jerry Clark: March 16: Hillman
Collier, Thad Fagan, Mrs. Moore
Joyner, David Holland, Ruth
Strayhorn; March 17: S. E. Hancock, Bill Fenwick, Dorothy Parton, Gail Logan, .Margaret Ann
Newton; March 18: Viron. P.
Beard, J. Mack Scates, Wanda Jo
Frankum, Leon Peterson, Horace
Reams, Mrs. Jack Burton; March
19: Dessie Coltharp, Patsy Austin,
Mrs. Sam Reed, Mrs. Beulah
Neely; March 20: Paula DeMyer
Bogle, Gene Holloway, Jannie
Williams, Bill Locke, Jr., Sue
Locke; March 21: Lynn Newton,
Mrs. Ward Johnson, Christina
McKinney.

MEM
Si

I

Yellow
Pages

BOTANY 111 The nature and development
of plants. Offered three evenings each week
for a period of two hours.

MUSIC APPRECIATION 131 The history,
literature, and aesthetic principles of music.

BUSINESS REPORT WRITING 432 Principles and mechanics of report writing.

OFFICE MACHINES 321 Calculators, bookkeeping machines, transcription, duplicating,
and adding-listing machines.

CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS A survey course in general economics.
ENGINEERING DRAWING 111 The use of
drafting instruments and equipment. Offered
twice each week for a period of three hours.
ENGLISH 111 The beginning course in composition.

70PS

ENGLISH 345 The writing of fiction. Taught
by Professor Emeritus Harry Harrison Kroll.

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 446 The
problems, policies, and practices associated
with modern manpower management.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 101 The three-quarter
series covers topics in astronony, chemistry,
geology, meterology, and physics. Offered
twice each week for a period of two and onehalf hours.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 383 The dynamics of
politics.
SLIDE RULE The analysis anti colution of
elementary engineering problems.

REGISTRATION: Monday Evening, March 19, 1962, at 7:00 p. m., in Room 325 of the Administration Building on the campus of the Martin Branch.
WHO MAY ENROLL: Any adult may enroll for no credit. An enrollee for college credit should
have a high-school diploma or equivalent. Veterans may enroll under the G. I. Bill,
COST: The cost is $8 per credit hour. In addition a laboratory fee of 53 will be charged in each of
the two science courses.

in a

SMART SHOPPERS
LOOK FIRST IN THE

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 341 Wage determination, unionism, collective bargaining,
and other current problems.

This Chain Saw is

Shop the Yellow Pages way!

02

ACCOUNTING 212 Second quarter of the
basic course.

ENGLISH 113 Written and oral expression.
Use of the library.

Compact, perfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or wood•.•
Int+

the Yellow Pages.

logy of employee selection.

Ulm

The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
on their birthdays.

VAN\

Need a carpenter? A painter? A contractor? Putting
patio? Remodeling your kitchen? Whatever
you're looking for to fix up your home, look first in
the Yellow Pages. Save time, steps, trouble. Road
the ads. Get the facts, Find it'fast. Be a smart
shopper and let your fingers do the walking through

basic principles.

HOME LITE
As Low As $3.45
:14
1
17
7
Nammage." Weekly after Small
down payment.

C

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth St.

CLASS MEETINGS: Classes will be arranged by instructors and enrollees. All classes, unless otherwise indicated, will meet once each week for a period of three hours.
OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Call or write Prof. William H. Baker, Director, Division of
Phone 587-1715.
Extension, Martin Center.

HOSPITAL NEWS

4,2)failv

The following people were patients in the Fulton Hospitals on
Wednesday morning.

distance and she—heartily agreed
saying that we had gone miles and
miles out of the way to dodge
hazardous thunderstorms. That
DC-3 was tossing around in that
atmosphere like a kite and then
when we got to Kentucky Lake
and we could look dawn and see
the lights of Paducah we all
thought we were within sight of
land and safety. That was a mistaken idea. We tossed around over
the Lake and onto Barkley Field
like as how the plane was a sheet
of paper in the wind. When we
grit off we heard a fellow passenger say: "I've been flying for
years and that's the roughtest
flight I've ever witnessed." It
took us a long time into the night
to stop; shaking. Let's see now,
when's the next flight . . . ?

(continued from page one
down, up and down, sideways and
FI'LTON HOSPITAL
backwards on those little old thin
Mrs. Alonzo Rogers, C. 0.
blades. Gonna try some
Meacham. Mrs. Avery McIntyre,
. Mrs. Clarice Thorpe. Mrs. Buen
Mary Alice and Red. Col, -an
Yates, Mrs. Pete Green, Mrs.
Adalle Rhodes, Essie Bransford, and Dorothy and "Doc" Douglas
Larry Sullivan, Mrs. Guy Irby, R. were among the many KentuckA. Owen, Mace McDade, Mrs. M. ians who journeyed to Louisville
W. Haws, Lillian Kennedy, Mrs. last week-end to attend the anDave Lowe all of FultOn; Mrs. Ida nual Jefferson-Jackson Day at
Peagrant and Mrs. Harold Beard the giant Armory, where more
both of Fulton Route 1: Louis than 3000 party faithfuls ate filet
Burke, Fulton • Route 5; Robert mignon' heard Speaker of the
Henderson and -Mrs. . Cliff Wil- House of Representatives John
hams both of Water Valley; W. W. McCormack deliver a sizzling adFlorence anel Frank Beadles enKoonce. Wingo; Ella Belle Archer dress, and played the game of
and Mrs. Ealar Vaughan both of "who's gonna win in the Senate joyed their annual winter trek
Wingo Route I; Mts. Ellis McCord, race." It -was a oss up ag to to Florida to-visit with Marilee
dominated and George Truitt and the fine
Hickman Route 4; Maurice Rob- which conversation
erts, Milburn; Roy Nix, Martin the most attention, the Snate race grandson and reported that the
Route 3: Mrs. Clifton Short, May- or next year's gubernatorial race weather was perfect and the visit
field: J. W. Pillow, Clinton Route Only "big wheel" Democrat con- was great. But Frank said that
spicuous by his absence was A. B. Florence had a card•from Lydia
1: E. 0. Berry, Clintan Route 4.
-Chanaler, who sent his regrets.
and Gene DeMyer the other day
HILLYIEW HOSPITAL
cause of his wife's illness.
from Florida way and they reRuel Fulcher, Mrs. Gen, val
ported the weather down there as
Terrell. Mrs. Nova Hargrove, Mrs.
This diarist also attended the frightful. The DeMyers visited in
J. C. King, Stanley Jones, Pauline Jefferson-Jackson
Day
dinner Jacksonville with Ed Willingham
Hamilton, Mrs. Eva Bone. William and with the trip made a pledge (Gid's brother) and then were
Keistler. Little Baby Gargus all that perhaps there will be no including Fort Lauderdale in their
of Fulton; Fill Buck and Mrs., more flying until the weather gets itinerary. Also visiting along the
Bates Byars both of Dukedom;1 better. The trip up on Saturday Florida Circuit has been Elizabeth
T. C. House, Dukedom. Route 2; was accomplished in fairly safe Caldwell who enjoyed the hosMrs. Charles' Dublin, Pilot Oak; style, but with an overcast that pitality of Don and Ruth Wright
Mrs. Bobby Curtin, Cayce.
• was too low for comfort. But com- in Jacksonville and then went on
ing home on Ozark Air Lines down to Opelika to visit with
JONES HOSPITAL
Sunday was enough to scare the Bobby Snow and his family. No
Mrs. Everett Jordan, G. E. Al- daylights out of
the most season- weather report from Elizabeth,
len. Mrs. Ida Craig, Mrs. Lee ed air passenger.
Usually the but going to Florida is enough to
Ella Jonakin. Bertha Stephens flight takes about
one hour and "think" the weather LI good "weaMrs. Ada -Herrin Mrs. J. W. Mc- thirty-two minutes
from Louis- ther" it's not.
Kinney. Tom Hales, A. K Clifton, ville to Paducah. In
that length
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr., Mrs. Carl of time we had only
reached
Croft Stevie Junes, Mrs. James C. Clarksville. We
DAFYNITION
asked the steCroft and Dale Clark all of Ful- wardess if that wasn't
an unusuA PBS student's definition
ton; Mrs. Mae -Wells, Hickman.
ally long time to travel such a of homework: skull-drudgery,

NO MEMBERS, NO MEET!

Mrs. J. 0. Lewis was the program leader at the Home and
Garden Department of the Woman's Club last Friday when Mrs.
Robbie Fox and Mrs. Frank
Townsend presented a delightful
program on dried flowers. The
program was hailed 'as one of the
most interesting of the year. Mrs.
Arch Huddleston presided.

Due to the absence of many
members attending the State Basketball tournament in Louisville,
the March meeting of the West
Fulton .P-TA has been postponed
until March 21. The meeting was
previously scheduled for March
14.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
FULTON
CALL 124

1 to 7 YEAR LOAN
TO FARMERS

V

For

Farm Equipment - - Livestock
Clearing - Autos - Buildings
Trucks - - Fencing
e

and other

V

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Repay Loans When Farm Products
Are Sold

"1

Interest For Only The Days You Use Money
Loans May Also Be Made For General
Operating Expenses

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Mgr.
227 Clinton Street
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

J. B. MANESS & SONS

WARREN BARD
Field Office Mgt.
West Court S. Bldg.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161

Greenfield, Tenn

11111111111111111•1111111111111•111111111•111111111W

WEST KENTUCKY'S LARGEST CLOTHIERS!
Come in Friday and Saturday and Register for

SU
IT
S
;
t
x
_
:
)
.
,
•
F

FREE PRIZES!

(YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN)

PLUS $1.00

THE

ICE

POSTPONED!

•••=orimmili•••••••—.

OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 16

I

African Bishop
Speaks Friday At
Trinity Church

The Cokesbury Fellowship supper scheduled for next Saturday
night has been postponed until
Saturday, March 24th at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Sensing. Mr.
and Mrs. Morgan Omar are cohosts. Fulton's participation in
The Rt. Rev. Thomas Joseph
the State Basketball tournament
will take many or the members Savage, Lord Bishop of Zululand
and Swaziland in the Anglican
to Louisville.
Church of the Province of South
Africia will pay a visit to Trinity
SWAN SONG!
Episcopal Church in Fulton FriTommy Duncan, music director day. He was consecrated bishop in
of the South Fulton Baptist 1958 in St. George's Cathedral,
Church has resigned his position Capetown where he had been dean
in order that he might enter Medi- for the preceding three years.
Bishop Savage will speak after
cal School in Memphis next Fall.
Mr. Duncan is a student at the the 6:30 p. m. dinner meeting in
University of Tennessee Martin the parish house.
The dinner is for the parishonBranch and has rendered a great
service In the music department ers of the Episcopal churchc.; in
the area however, the speaking,
of the church.
to be held in the church edifice t
7:30 p. m. is open to the public.
FLOWERY MEETING!

FIRST PRIZE
Complete Man's Wardrobe — (Head to Toe)
Approximate Value $100.00
SECOND PRIZE
Complete Boys' Wardrobe (Head to Toe)
Approximate Value $65.00

.
11

We Ask You: Where in the World Can You Beat A Deal Like This!

Hundreds and Hundreds and Hundreds Of SUITS, SPORTCOATS, SLACKS, TOPCOATS.
T'S IS ALL FiRST-QUALITY MERCHANDISE.
7iF.:
, QelefiNiallINOMMIIIMF

oar..ss UP ALL THE MALE MEMBERS OF
THE FAMILY AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!
Mix one wool suit and one summer suit
OR

Mix one suit and one topcoat

▪
• z-snt...—Aia“.a.....a

J •

NO FACTORY IRREGULARS OR REJECTS IN OUR STORE !

—

!Now!
NB
Spring and Easter BUD
$5!o $5.95 VALUES!R
1 1E MAFor brings
you $3.95 and $4.50

FORTUNE SHOES
For Men _ _ _
For Boys

$8.95 to $15.95

Crosby Square Shoes
-- $.95
6

, single needle tailored

Luxurious, importe?! BUD BERMA .
WHITE-ON-WHITE DRESS SHIRTS I
Sanforized; single-needle tailored

$3.50 Each

$10.95 to $16.95

—OR -

3 For $10 I

TOP rEW UM
,
SIMPIrs

Mix

I sport coat and slacks and one suit
OR

Mix similar combinations in Boys wear
Grznd-Opening prices on single suits:
Reg. $60 Dacron and wool summer suits $34.95
Reg. $65 100% wool year-round suits _ $34.95

I

Short Sleeve Comfort Shirts
$2.69 Each
2 for $5
ADAM HATS BVD underwear and sox
PIONEER belts and accessories

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
FOR MEN AND BOYS
218 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY.
STORES
ALSO

LOCATED

AT

211

SOUTH 6TH ST. MAYFIELD

AND 518

BROADWAY, PADUCAH

1

NOTEBOOK—
((Jontinued from page one)
have a good rest."
I'm looking forward to the day
when I can sit with Mr. McDade
out in his backyard this summer
and listen to some of the experiences he had while he was in the
hospital. I shall bring my copy
paper, reams of it, and plenty of
pencils, because if ever a best seller got on the market it would be
by Mace McDade, titled, a paraphrase of the famous Robert
Burns poem, "My Heart's in the
Highlands, while my feet are in
the bed."

McBRIDE—

•-

(Continued from page one)
vote of 422 voted, to be sixth man
in the eight-man race. Frank
Welch, an employee of FerryMorse Seed Company was fifth
with 435 votes.
Mr. McBride, formerly Vicepresident and assistant manager
of Browder Milling Company and
a native of Haywood County,
Tennessee, has lived in Fulton for
the past sixteen years and has
been employed by the milling
company during that time. The
new cashier has been active in

OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12

ii

NOW SHOWING THRU
SATURDAY:
Box-Office Opens
7:15
FEATURE STARTS at 7:30
. . . Admissions . ..
Adults

WI'

rD I

50

MEM

'

Children thru 11

75
25e

'A TERRIFIC SHOW
...AN AFAA21NG ACHIEVEMENT!
OTT PREMINGER PRESENTS

EXODUS
SUN. - MON. TUES.

c-41.1_\/ teViihtle;
EXPLOSIVE NEW
COMEDY

numerous church and civic affairs. He is a member of the First
Baptist Church, of which he has
served as chairman of the Board
of Deacons, Chairman of the Finance Committee, and is at the
present time Sunday School Superintendent.
Mr. and Mrs. McBride, whose
home is at 118 Pearl Street, have
two children, Brenda and Gary.
Mrs. BcBride is active in the work
of the First Baptist Church and
the West Futlon P. T. A.
Mr. McBride's letter of resignation to the Mayor and Board of
Commissioners follows:

club all Reason. The team got a
late start because or football end
seemed to have a letdown after
losing out to St. Mary's in the
Mayfield Christmas Tournament.

ever since," pointed out Caddas.
Of course, even more encouraging
for Fulton City fans is the fact
that the Bulldogs have only one
senior on the team—guard Ladd
Stokes.

"We had a few bad games after
Christmas and then the pieces
The nucleus of the present team
just seris-,1 to start falling in all returns next season.
place. One boy would pick the
Don Burnette, a 6-3 center, is
other up when he was having a the
boy tha treally impressed me.
bad night and it's been that way He is well-built for a- basketball

OUR CUSTOMERS ARE TALKING IT UP, AND THE GOOD NEWS SURE GETS AROUNL I

Hon. Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor
Chairman, Board of Commissioners
City of Fulton, Kentucky

It is with regret that I hereby
tender my resignation as a member of the Board of Commissioners
of the City of Fulton effective
March 15th.
As you know, I have accepted
the position of Vice President and
Cashier with the City National
Bank. Due to the fact that the
City National Bank conducts business with the City of Fulton and
anticipates doing so in the future
it would be a clear cut case of
conflict of interest should I remain a member of the Board of
Commissioners of the City. This
would be contrary to the laws of
the State of Kentucky.
Please accept my best wishes to
you and the other members of the
Board of Commissioners for the
continued success of the Board in
administering the affairs of the
City of Fulton.
Sincerely yours,
L. M. McBride
CC: Mr. Clarence Moline, Corn.
Mr. Robert McCain, Corn.
Mr. Bill Rice, Corn.

Alre.1,41=ZINS,WW,tri.lif&M.47

The BUlldogs have been a sound

4- PIECE PLACE SETTING

-""4"•,:,.-,
,*

_ ONE

4 PIECE PLACE SETTING OF

CURRIER & IVES

PRINT DINNERWARE
Only 99c With This Coujp—on

WHOLE

Lb.

Super Right Fully Cooked 10 to 16 Lb

ams

CORNED BEEF

BRISKET

Cod or Perch
Fish Sticks
Weiner

EFLblnac; 69 Lb nt 65°

5-Lb.
Box
Fillets
(
1.69

Cap'n John

CABBAGE
Fresh
Green
WITITPaTke

r

23c

1-Lb.

Rye Bread Lost

Lb

SEMI BONELESS
Whole Or Half

Lb.

(4 to
U S D.A.
inspected
—
Roasting
Lbs.
)
•

35 Chickens
1" Corned Ham
49( Stnisaie

10 Oz

Super (
Reg. o)
S R.ght
King
Lb
Skinless
Size

Lb. 16C

Southern
Star ....

4

45(

La 299
Can

59c

).
'p,uorokert_Rmigk hst( sz..
1-Lb
Pk g

•
1 ,JI 2-0z. oir
Bag L.JC
F.
4-0z. LO _
1
L Betties 11171..
F. 8-0z Lo

Marshmallows :tature
Italian Dressing Kra"
Caraiina Kraft

Liuttlts

oii7C

Win 50.000 Cash First Prizes in the
Redeem Your Lever Bros. Coupons At A&P
Req. Price 63c

Swan LiquidaSave

Reg

8c
22-Oz.
With Lever
Bros. Coupon B°We

Price 37c
Save 7c
Pint
With Lever
CouaenBottle
Bros.

Handy Andy
Reg Price 35c

All

OETERGENT

S
Idaho Pola:oes'
'
'
Green-Resns
Pineapple Pie
Orange Juice Ao'r,Pce'nrtorzaetne
Mild Meddar Cheese
C

Save 8e
With Lever
Bros. Coupon

24-0z.

55t
3Ct
L

FOLGER'S INSTANT

Coffee

fbe

6-0z.
Jar

Bags

Beet

Ma"

PF7

39(
65c
79c

8" etmaliniBL°: 29€

ILI
iOgnzahtTn

29c
29c

)

6

5-0z
Cans
In Ctr.

Wisconsin
Save Sc

Lb
f

Pak I
Sa lti nes /

1-Lb
Box

MARGARINE

33t

(2c Off)1 -Lb.
Deal
Ctn.

27t

Pudding

Maxwell House
COFFEE

POkfC15s0 49(

Pkg.
Of 12

I2
c

Each

39!
5c
9
19c
39`
89`
49c
tY

GOOD LUCK

79,

Kleenex Napkins2
Felts
Tea Bags
48
Barbecue
89(
Zesta Crackers
Krispv Crocker
Waverly Wafer
s
• •
Breast 0 Chicken

Save
•6c

at

rackers Ar'st"rit

n c

Pkg./

MARGARINE
1-Lb
Save 5c With
Lever Bros. Coupon .. Ctn

Off

10

Jane
Parker

Reg Price 38c

Imperial

L

Fresh

MAID OF MONEY CONTEST

e

GRAPEFRUIT 8. FOR • •
Tender

Nabjscc

A&P COUPON

Ic

b

Quartered

Sun- 1-Lb.
shine Boo

Clip and Save!

Top Quality

Cut - Up
Split Or

Feminine
Napkins

CURRIER
and IVES print
Dinnerware

U.S. D. A.
Inspected

^..-1 OF QUALITY

BULLDOGS—
(Continued from page one)
natured Caddas takes a lot of
kidding about being a football
coach, especially from the area
mentors who only coach basketball.
Friends were congratulating him
after the game and ribbing him
when, he casually remarked: "It's
just been to rainy.for-us to practice football . . . We had to keep
on practicing basketball because
of the weather."
The story about Caddas going to
the textbook to figure out how to
solve a zone defense last year
has been making the rounds and
was retold several times, among
the coaches who were discussing
the Bulldogs' surprising win.
Last year was Caddas' first
year at Fulton City. One of the
first teams the Bulldogs met was
Murray College High. The Murray
school had been giving his team
a fit the first half with a zone defense.
At the halftime, Instead of going to the dressing room with the
team, Caddas headed for his office and got his basketball coaching textbook out and quickly
turned to the chapter on how to
combat a zone defense.
•
As the story goes, Caddas came
back to the dressing room and
read part of the chapter on how to
score against a zone to his boys
and the team returned to the floor
and finished with a victory.

NONEARE FOUND!
ging Chi

Eli

Dear Sir,

BURNETTE REAL TOUGH—
Many people who hadn't been
keeping up with Fulton City probably thought last night's win was
'one of those one-in-a-year flukes.
That's far from the case.

Clip and Save!

player / ' his big
'and long
Page.5
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 15, 196dangli..g arms make him quite a
:
deceptive player around the based a lot this season.
ket.
Chumbler, who scored,34 pain'
TOUGH
LOSS—The
Lowes
for the Blue BeVfls - to sing],
team
was
heartbroken
after tht•
Kenny Allen is also a good allManiedly Ita,..p -them in the .garir;
around player. Johnny Covington first round defeat which knocked was in the old Murray
State gy
was the boy who really surprised them out of the long-sought hope practicing on his shots.
'
everyone against Lowes. He has of playing in the State TournaChurilbli.r staywi in the gym I
improved tremendously. A couple ment.
While most of the Lowes play- several minutes practicing on I
of sophomores—Terry Beadles and ers were in the
dressing room cry- shooting before he finally went •
John Shepherd—have also improv- I ing after thv
.game, forward Slily the4ressing room.

onb
1CL

740

Assorted Flavors

2 21'
Reg.

Pkgs.

No. 303 Cans
Iona Corn • Iona Green
Beans - Iona Pork and
Beans - - Potatoes - Greens and Mustard

_ Spry
Shortening
7c Off Pock

O' 3 79'
LL.

Can

39

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECT'vF THRLI SATURDAY, MARCH 17
THE GREAT ATLANTic k PAi7IFIr TEA COMPANY, INC.

BALLARDS or PILLSBURY

Biscuits6

Cans*49C

4MINICA'S 01PINDA11111 1000 11111-1CNANT

COUPON GOOD MAR. 15 ---• MAR. 24 I
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, KT.

Waldorf
Tissue
White
Or
Colors

3

100
Rolls

Cut Rite

Scott
Towels

WAX PAPER
125-Ft
Roll

29

2
15111

501.1

74'

Kleenex
Towels

41c
•

33c

2 size, 41c
Rolls

SUNNYFIELD
FLOUP
25 Lb. S. R.

$1.49
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BOWLING NEWS

Charge Thousands Of Sane Persons
Railroaded Into Mental Hospitals

FOR THIS WEEK

trophies went to Frvd and Mattie
Cook who rolled a very good score
of 855 for the four games they
together. A
similiar
bowled
tournament will be held next
Sunday night at the same time.
——
MON. NITE COUPLES LEAGUE
STANDINGS
Teams:
W.
L.
Fulton Bank
6.
22
Pucket•s Serv. Sta. . 16' 12
15
K. U.
13
Piggly Wiggly
14% 13%
City National.Bank
14
14
Jon. s Coal
131
/
2 14%
Dollar Store
19
9
Pepsi-Cola
20

FRIDAY LATS LEAGUE
Teams:
W.
Jet Lanes
19
Jones Auto Parts
18
Jewell's Beauty Shop . 15
Evans Drug
15
Coca-Cola
14
City Drug
9

L.
11
12
12
15
16
21

Thousands of normal men and ted ir 1897 was freed just three
The City Association is ver now
women are reilm aded into mental years ago.
and the final standings are still
hospitals yearly under faulty laws
Th, Americr-i Bar Association unofficial, so next wee'-s news
passed to "improve" commitment ane such icnators as Sam J. should show the final results.
ilrocedures. says an article in the Ervin of North Cartiitia and
The east week was a good one
February header's Digest, citing Kenneth Keathing of New York scoring-wise, with some really
'nforn ution made available by the are moving .to reform the "re- good score- oeing rolled In the
American Bar Foundation.
form" measures. In only 13 states handicap scoring Moncla) night
The laws. passea at the urging is there any provision for a jury Couples League, Jusper Vowell
If the U. S Department of Health, in a sanity -hearing—,and not in all and Amanda.Milam led the scorEducation and Welfare, psychiat- cases. In many states, the person ing with 640 and 562 series. Later
April 5-6 have been set as tenta850 I.EAGUE
rists and mental-hospital superin- whose liberty is at stake need not Monday night, Jasper Vowel', for
W.
L. tive dates of the trial of a $76,1'IS
'endents, are supposed to make even be notified that his case is the second league of the night was Teams:
171
/
2 6% civil suit filed by Mrs. Dorothy
t easier for the mentally-ill to coming up. Fourteen states make high again. This time with a 548 Phillips "66" .
141
/
2 91
/
2 Erranton of Mayfield against Robibtain treatment. Instead, Albert no peovision for the person to be scratch series. Also, the last place Kasnow's
ert Humphreys of Clinton, con11
13
7a. Maisel writes, they have help- represented by counsel. In ten Siegel team came up with a season Leader Athletic
victed last year of voluntary man13
11
c1 divorce-seeking spouses, estate- states, there is no court procedure high game of 813 and the high K. Homra
McDade & McDade
11½. 12% slaughter in the slaying of Mrs.
'iungry relatives and busybodies at all: the allegedly mentally ill season series of 2070.
Erranton's husband, Allen.
Moore Seed & Gram
91
/
2 12
'o "put away" sane men and wo- can be locked up on the certificaJim Bright found the range
Mrs. Erranton as the adminis
10
14
tnen. The article is titled '.'The tiOn by two physicians; and in Tuesday night in the Tri City Roper TV
tratrix
of hi r husband's estate is
14
10
Tragedy of Sane People Who Get most states the examining physi- league for a big 600 series, while H. I. Siegel
seeking
$50,000 for the loss of Ercians need not even have had any
-Put Away."
,
Charles Parks led the league with
ranton's
expected earnings, $1,045
TRI CITY LEAGUE
Governor Michael DiSalle of psychiatric training.
a 236 for high game honca•s.
burial
expenses
and $25,000 puniTeams:
W.
L.
Ihio told a Senate subcommittee
tive
Wednesday
damages.
morning found the Edwards Trucking
30
14
that a survey in his state found
The
widow
ladies
III-10 League in action with Burgess Trucking
filed the suit March
UK DENTAL COLLEGE
28
16
1500 elderly men and Women fore25, 1961, a week after Humphreys'
Zane Taylor's 482 series leading Forresters' Gulf
28
16
.d into mental hospitals because-- Admission requirements
for the the Campbell's Plumbing team into A & P
conviction
by a Graves Circuit
24
20
-elatives or their communities University of Kentucky
College first place in league standings. In Scates Tire Service
23% 20% Court jury.
lidn't want to care for them. An of Dentistry have been
approved the first of the two Wednesday Dukes Auto Parts
The
jury
recommended a five191
/
2 24%
Illinois man rushed his wife into a by the University
Faculty and the night leagues, the second 600 ser- CWA Local
year term for Humphreys. Later
3806
14
30
•nental hospital while,. she was new college continues
to screen ies of the week appeared, a 605 AC Butts & Son
Humphreys' attorneys filed a mo35
9
)edridden with injuries from an applicants for its
first class, which series and a 224 high game, rolled
tion for probation, which was
iute accident. Similar injustices will be enrolled
next September. by RodneyMiller. For the ladies
granted by Special Circuit Judge
LADIES HI-LO LEAGUE
.vere reported in California, North Applicants must
complete a mini- Amanda Milam was high with a
H. H. Lovett of Benton last April
Standings
'arolina. and Mississippi. One De- mum of two full
academic years 181 game and a 497 series. In the Teams:
6.
'roit woman lost 16 years of free- (60 semester
W.
L.
hours) in an accred- Men's Doubles League,- two more
At that time Judge Lovett orCampbell's
lom as the result ' of an unjust ited
13
8
college of arts and sciences 600 series were scored. The first
dered Humphreys to be taken to
Berry's
10
11
tommitment; another, 19 years. with a cumulative
grade point , and also the week's high series of Highlands
Western State Hospital at Hopkn Indiana man unjustly commit- standing
10
11
of C or better.
kinsville, where he remained a
631 was rolled by Don Mann, and Hickman County
9
12
patient for some three months.
the other, a 612, by Ed Haman.
In granting probation for HumNot far behind in this league
FM DIRTDOBBERS
phreys last year, Judge Lovett inWere Duncan Alexander, 588, Builders Supply .... 19
14
dicated that he was influenced by
Charles Parks, 579, and Gardner Park Terrace
181
/
2 14%
a petition, widely circulated and
Whitlock, 577.
Babb's Coffee
18
15
signed by some 2,110 names, askThursday night, Fulton's oldest King Motor
151
/
2 16%
ing that Humphreys be probated
bowling league, the Ken-Tenn Merryman's
17
16
and placed unaltr phychiatric care.
League, had a familiar name in Taylor Obey
16
17
The shooting of Erranton took
bowling circles rolling the high Fry's
•
15
18
place at his home on Wright St.
series of the night. Pat Nanny put Ferry-Morse
12
21
here on February 29, 1960. At
together games of 195-201-187 for
Humphrey's trial Mrs. Erranton
583 high series honors and moved
MEN'S DOUBLES LEAGUE
testified that Humphreys came
his OK Parisian team into first Teams:
W.
L. into
the Erranton home and shot
place in league standings.
H. I. S.
20%
91
/
2 her husband
six or seven times
Friday night in the Ladies League, Wick Smith Agy.
171
/
2 12%
with a .45 automatic service reJewel Myatt led the ladies in scor- Jet Lanes
17
13
volver.
ing for the night. Mrs. Myatt roll- Lake Street Liquors
17
13
Both Mrs. Erranton and Humed the high game of 192 and the Puckett's Florist
15
15
phreys' wife testified that the
high series of 545 which was high H'beak Funeral Home
141
/
2 15% shooting
climaxed an affair befor the week for the ladies.
Dewey Johnson Agy. 14
16
tween Mrs. Humphreys and ErBowler of the week awards for Hickory Log
5% 24%
ranton.
the past week in open bowling
Mrs. Erranton and Mrs. Humwere won by young Danny RobKEN-TENN LEAGUE
phries are formerly of Fulton.
bins and Barbara Attebery. Dan- Teams:
W.
This will be my last trip to Fulton before the
ny, only 18 years old, rolled the OK-Parisian
28
14
highest game of 258 to lead the Neighborhood Gro.
deadline March 31st.
28
15
RUPTURE
men, while Mrs. Attebery led the Ldr. Spt. Gds
23% 18% 1 The New Sensational Invention
ladies with her 191 game.- Taylor Chev.-Buick
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
23% 113%
Sunday night a new bowling Ferry-Morse Seed Co, 18
22
No Odors
(Please bring your last year's registration
event started at Jet Lanes— Pure Milk-Co.
18
22
City Drug Co., Fulton
Scotch Doubles. This is a mixed Jones Auto Parts
receipt with you.)
15
25
No Belts — No Straps —
••••••••
type of competition, where a man Swift's fee Cream
12
28
and woman are partners and com
pete against the other couples for
total score. The pair bowl one ball
each, rolling alternately the entire
Fulton County Court Clerk
game, sometimes at the full ten
pins, sometimes at the pins left
1011111.11=IMINV after the partner's ball. First place

Suit Against
R.Humphreys
Is Docketed

Reed Is Special
Assistant To
Secretary Of Ag.
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield, representing the First District in Kentucky, is happy to announce the appointment of Robert
S. Reed as Special Assistant to the
Secretary of Agriculture on Defense. Congressman Stubblefield
indicated he received word from
the White House that Mr. Reed's
appointment will be effective immediately. In Mr. Reed's new position he will be responsible to the
Secretary for directing the total
Defense Planning Program of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
A native Kentuckian and a
graduate from the College of Agricultural Agent in Marshall County
from 1934 through 1934.
In 1936 he married Lillie Harper, daughter of Mrs. W. I. Harper of Benton and the late W. I.
Harper. The Reeds have two children, Joan and Bob, Jr. Joan is
married to the Reverend Richard
H. Hurnke, Pastor of Grace Episcopal Church in Hopkinsville. Bob
Jr. is married ai.d in his third
year in the College of Engineering
at the University of Maryland.

M:.
I served as President of
the R
Ise Extension Agent
Associ-'on in 1936 and 1937.
•
Shelby McCallum, State Representative from Marshall and
Lyon Counties, is Mr.
brother-in-law.

Deadline For Licensing
Vehicles Is Extended
Gov. Bert Combs has extended
the deadline for licensing and
registration of motor vehicles to
midnight March 31. Because of
floods in Eastern and Western
Kentucky, the Governor said,
many Kentuckians were unable to
get to their county clerks' offices
to renew their tags by midnight
March 1, the legal deadline.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial

Phone 58

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings. tarpaulins
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DEE- LANGFORD

too, at all ef9 ETEVIS
YOU get in
Southern S;iS

:1-1TAIDI
•Double Tested For Germination
Southern States Hybrids get the Regullir Germination Test ...
PLUS the severe Cold Test. Rest assured they'll germinate well
on your farm.

•Double Treated
Not just one, but tv:o superior chemicals have been used to
fight off insects and disease.

SAVE 50c
Per BusLeI
During "Tempest
of Values" Sale

The 4 that goes around acting like a V-8...Tempest!
Used to be that people swore by 6,-8's and V-8's alone. And then along came Tempest's
spunky 4 to steal their thunder. The hottest version* of this 4 (166 hp) puts
out more horsepower than any other r -oduction 4 in the world. More torque, too. And every version,
standard
110 hp on up, is smooth and silent and effortless. About the only thing
Tempest doesn't
share with the big boys is its appetite for gasoline and spare parts. Try a drive
in a Temi4it
4 soon, hear? You might as well save while you're swinging!
.001.4.21 at at. ad

Pontiac Tempest

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER FOR NEW.ACTINO USED CARS, Too

KING MOTOR CO. INC.
101 W. State Line

S. Fulton, Tenn.

If you have not dready booked
your corn, here's you chance to
save 50c per bushel on top—
qual:ty Southern States Hybrids.
Just book your corn at your
Southern States Cooperative
Agency, March 16-31. No deposit
required. Take delivery by April
14th. Don't delay. Offer good
only during Southern States
"Tempest of Values" Sale, March
16-31. You may be eligible to
win big prizes too: Pontiac
Tempest Station Wagon .. . one
of the 35 Polaroid "10-second"
Cameras!

•Double Guaranteed
You get double-barreled protection. Southern States Regular
Seed Guarmtee (the guarantee that really means something)...
PLUS Southern States Replant Agreement. Come in and read
them through ... you'll agree they're tops!

•All Varieties Are Certified
•Sred Right Here
in Southern States' territory, not a thousand miles away. They're
righ.• for your soil and your climate.

•Field Tested In Your State
Southern States Hybrids are right for your farm.

•Top Yields
Ask the man who', planting them. He'll tell you, "Southern
States Hybrids pay off big at harvest time."

See Your
Local Agency of Southern States

Cooperative
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Elder A.B. Boss

DEATHS

Oliver Pinegar

Elder A. B. Ross, Primitive Baptist minister for many years died
March 7 at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Maurice Hammond at
Union City. Mr. Moss, who was
87, had been ill for some time.
Services were held at the Matheny Grove Church near Dresden March 9 at 2 p. m. with Elders James H. Thetford and Harvey Smith officiating. Burial followed in Sandy Branch cemetery,
under the direction of White-Ranson Funeral Home of Union City.
Mr. Ross wa.s born in Weakley
county, son of the late Columbus
and Nancy Helen Crawford Ross,
on March 19, 1874. He spent most
of his life in Weakley county,
moving to Union City to make his
home with his daughter in 1943.
For 38 years he served as pastor of the Sandy Branch Primitive
Baptist church near Fulton. He
was ordained into the ministry in
1904.
He married Mary Adella Vincent in 1901. She now makes her
home with another daught r, Mrs.
Garrison Campbell of Union City.
A iide from his two daughters,
Mrs. Campbell and Mrs. Himmond, Mr. Ross is survived by two
sons, Paul Ross, formerly of Union City, now living in Humboldt,
and Hassell Ross of Martin; a sister, Mrs. Earl Jones of East St.
Louis, Ill.; eight grandchildren
and seven
great-grandchildren.
One daughter Mrs. Thelma Halbrook,.died in 1940.

Claudio Jobe
Claudie Jobe, 66, well known
Water Valley resident, died of a
heart attack at 7 a. m. March 8 at
his home in Water Valley.
He was born in Graves County,
Kentucky, January 2, 1896, the
son of William David and Mary
Jane Pittman Jobe.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Lova Wooten Jobe, two sons, Milford Jobe of Water Valley and
Charles Jobe of Paris. One daughter, Mrs. Mable Ruth Hargrove of
Memphis, one brother, Audie Jobe,
and seven grandchildren, Glenn
Pal Jobe, Stephen Melton Jobe,
Mark Allen Jobe, Charles Michael
Jobe, Joy Lynn Jobe, James David
Hargrove and Ruth Ann Hargrove.
Services were held at 2:30 p. m.
March 9 at the Water Valley Baptist Church. Rev. Otis Schultz officiated. Burial was in the Water
Valley Cemetery. Hornbeak Funeral Home had charge of arrangements.
Active pallbearers were: Doc
Boyd, Dee Pickens, Robert Willey, Cliff Williams, Ardell Carter,
L. J. Boyd.

Mrs. Lorene Andrus

Willie H. Green

Mrs. Lorena Andrus, 59, wife of
Coy Andrus, principal of Sedalia
Willie II. Green, 48, died sudHigh School, died at 8:45 a. m.
denly of a heart attack March 10
March 10 at Murray Hospital.
at 8:30 at the home of his brothMrs. Andrus suffered a stroke er-in-law, Paul Lairtl, near Prywhile attending the Regional Bas- oraburg.
Services were held March 12 at
ketball Tournament here Wednes2:30 at the Water Valley Baptist
day night.
Church. Rev. Otis Schultz officiatMr. and Mrs. Andrus resided on ed and burial was in Camp BeauMayfield Star Rt. Mrs. Andrus regard. Jackson
Brothers of
was a member of Mayfield First Dukedom had charge of arrangeBaptist Church.
ments.
Besides her husband, survivors
:nclude two sisters, Mrs. Van
!..atta and Mrs. Claude Crocker,
)oth of Fulton and four brothers,
)liver Cherry of Murray, Donald
7.herry of Fulton, C. K. Cherry of
Attie Rock, Ark., and Dwight
:berry of New Orleans, La.

Oliver Cleveland Pinegar, 71
died at his home in Riceville at
2:00 P. M., March 13 after a three
months illness.
He was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Pinegar of, Dukedom. He was born March 11, 1891
in Dukedom,' Tennessee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Johnnie M. Harrison Pinegar, one
daughter, Mrs. Mildred L. Wheelis
of Memphis, one son, J. W. Pinegar, Detroit, Michigan; one grandson, James Pinegar and one granddaughter, Mrs. Robert Niester.
Funeral services will be held
at 2:00 P. M. Thursday, March 15
at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel.
Bro. Harry Owens, minister of the
Central Church of Christ will officiate. Burial will be in the Pinegar cemetery.
Friends May call at the Hornbeak Funeral Home until the funeral hour.

Mrs. Ada Gibson

1.
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GO, SEE FOR YOURSELF'
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY.

Living Boom Furniture and Suites
Dining Room Furniture and Suites
Bedroom Furniture and Suites

TWO LEAD LINES

Budget terms to
suit your needs

legafrimk/

E.. a

a you can get clear, sharp T.V. pictures

307 Commercial Ave.

Fulton. Ky.

_
4

, .4 • •,.„
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FULT N BANK
now in operation
This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that it serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
department.

Loans made for:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

ONE GREAT NEW
PIGGY-BACK

Fmco®

T.V. ANTENNA
custom engineered for

Model KT 1

HERE'S HOW WE DO IT!

If your T.V. antenna Is more than
5 years old ... it is obsolete and should
be replaced. You ate receiving on inferior
picture. Remember your T.V. picture is no
better than your antenna!

Phone 35

3-6-12

this

F---

v

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

(AND UNNECESSARY
SWITCHES)

FULTON

j.
Fwg
4-1

PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT

0

CHANNELS
with

. . . but almost everybody in and
around Fulton already knows that
when it's time to go shopping for furniture it's time to learn that the Exchange Furniture Company has some
unusual values.

Robera Earl (Pete) Binford, 80,
member of a prominent Fulton
family, died at the Fulton hospital
March 9 at 6:30 following an extended illness.
He was born in the Mt. Carmel community on April 8, 1881,
the son of the late R. II. and Sara
White Binford. He WAs Meyer
married.
One sister, Miss Inez Binford
survives and 10 brothers and sistZrs preceded him in death. He
was a member of the LaCenter
Baptist Church at LaCenter, Ky.
Nieces and nephews surviving
include: Robert A. Binford, Mrs.
Ward Johnson, and Charles S.
Binford, Mrs. Louise Buckingham
of Fulton; R. H. Binford of Birmingham, Ala.; Dr. Frank Robinson,
Temple. Texas; Mrs. Alexander
Miller, Willington, N. C.; Mrs. E.
C. Rice, Springfield, Mo., and
Mrs. Dave Goltney, Corinth, Miss.;
Mrs. Lillian Cook Cate, Nashville,
Tenn,
Services were held March 10
at 2 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funeral Home. Rev. Truett Miller officiated. Interment was in Binford cemetery at Crutchfield, Ky.
Active pallbearers vere: Thomas Allen, Bobby Buckingham, Bob
Binford, Ward Johnsfin, t Charles
S. Binford and Richard Buckingham.

announces a

t.1.7 —
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R.E."Pete" Binford

A ROTATOR

A COUPLER
Because
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Funeral services for Mrs. Sara
Letitia Corbitt, life-long resident
of Kerrville, Tenn., were held
March 10 at 10:30 at the Kerrville
Methodist Church. Mrs. Corbitt,
who was 92, was the mother of
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Fulton County Home Agent.
She had been living at the Martin Nursing Home in Memphis.

Mrs. Ada Elizabeth Arnold Gibson, 87 year old Weakley County
native, died March 12 at 10:55
P. M. at the Hillview hospital.
She was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Creat Arnold of
Weakley County and was born
Fibruary 17, 1876.
She had made her home with
her son, Joe Gibson, Route 4, Fulton. Her husband, C. H. Gibson,
preceded her in death in 1948.
Survivors include six sons, Joe
Gibson, Route 4. Fulton, Charles
Gibson Union City, Dewey, Casey
Leon and Ruben Gibson of Chicago, and Woodrow Gibson of
Toms River, N. J.; three step-sons,
Tom Gibson of Martin, Sam Gibson of Bellevue, Calif., Henry
Gibson of Falls, Ga., two stepdaughters, Mrs. Gertie Roberts of
McKenzie and Mrs. Ethel Brown
of McKenzie; two half-brothers
B&PW HEARS PETERSON
and a half-sister, 16 grandchildren,
Dr. R. W. Peterson spoke on
10 great grandchildren and sevcancer at the regular. meeting of
eral niece? and nephews.
She was a member of the Glea- the Busines sand Professional Woman's Club last 'Tuesday. The talk
son Methodist Church.
was followed by a question and
Services were held at 2 p. m. answer period. The
club voted to
March 14 at the Whitnel Funeral sponsor two films
on cancer durHome. Rev. Hulon Allen officiat- ing April. Mrs.
ed. Burial was in the Hopewell wards is president Annabelle Edof the group
cemetery at Gleason.

Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Azella Rhodes Green; a daughter, Norma Green, a senior at
Wingo High, a son, Billy Gale
Green, four brothers, Sam Green
of Kalamazoo, Mich., James Green,
Hickman, Route 2, Charles Green,
Lindsey, Texas, three sisters, Mrs.
BIG HEARTS!
Paul Laird of Pryorsburg, Mrs.
Funeral services were held at Alford
Mrs.
Bertes
Pigue, chairman of
Psarson of Kalamazoo,
p. m. March 12 at J. H. Church- Mrs. Bob
Belt of Hickman, Route this year's Heart Fund drive re1 Funeral Home in Murray. Dr.
ported
to
the Business and Profes2.
ohn C. Huffman and Dr. C. H.
sional Woman's Club on Monday
hiles officiated. Burial was in
He was a member of the Water that $935 had been contributed to
Iurray Cemetery.
Valley Methodist Church.
the drive this year.
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Say "It's In The News"
Home News in The News

Mrs. Sara Corbitt

This great, new FINCO T.V. antenna
was engineered and Reid tested m
location here by the Nationally MIMI,

„Fitico

This new service is primarily for salaried people and offers an additional service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solicits
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with us.

mobile research laboratory

FINCO ®

In close cooperation with local servicemen, will deliver unprecedeMed
signal gain and picture clarity.

THE FINNEY COMPANY • BEDFORD, OHIO
C0100040 11111 nu F000Y 00.
THE WORLDS FOREMOST MANUFACTURER OF T.V. ANTENNAS
THESE FIRMS WILL BE READY TO GIVE YOU THE FINCO STORY FIRST HAND

MERRYMAN APPLIANCE

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ROPER TV SERVICE

WADE TELEVISION

FULTON BANK
MEMBER: FDIC

"Safety

_ _Service

Satisfaction"
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Tempest
Pontiac
•
Wagon
Station
Cameras
Polaroid
•35
till
come in,

March 16-31 only....

just
• ••
In box.
*thing to buy
and drop
blank
out entry

and only while quantities last
Duster

Plastic Pipe, 200 Ft.
'8.90

Unico NYLON TIRES

0regularly
$12.00

plus federal tax.

Tool Grinder
regularly •

0 00
•

Save $4.75. Sharpen tools faster,
give them better edges too. Special sickle hotter lets you
sharpen 6 sections before reclamping. Takes "V" or round
belt. (No. CG-55SV).

670 x 15 tube-type
regularly $17.85
800 x 14 tubeless
regularly $25.10
730 x 14 tubeless
,regularly $23.05

Tells you exactly how much rain
falls on your farm. Order one ton
or more of Southern States Fertilizer to get.it free.

Propane Torch

'4.95

Save $2.00. This Turner Torch does
an excellent welding job for you.
Extra-large fuel tank. Pencil-point
burner for greater precision. (No.
LP-555 I.

Calf-Teria Pail
1
2.29

regularly

Save 90c. Slip one of these tinier)
IMO
Cartridges into your grease gun. Presto,
you're ready to do a superior job.
No
muss or fuss. Your hands never
tout*
grease. Approx. one lb. each.

$3.36
III

..414 Pump Pliers
$2.15
regularly
$3.20
Save $1.05.
Grips almost
as tight as a
wrench. 10'.
(No. 11L-110)

regularly
$4.80
Save $1.44.
Outwears bristles on rough
S urfaces.
(Unico WB-1).

Broom

regularly
$12.95

trimmed

broomcorn.
Fir handle.
(No. F-15).

Toaster

$10.95
regularly
,,,14
cto

$12.95
Save $2. Saves
time, work. 2
speeds 115V,
AC. DC. (Manning -Bowman
36502).

Save $2.95, Made of extra-strong,
lightweight aircraft-type aluminum. Rubberized feet won't slip
or scratch. 5 feet.

CALF MAKER

$1.70

e7

gal.

$1.00 OFF on 100 lbs.

regularly
$2.25

Southern States top-quality milk
replacer. Lets you sell the milk,
pocket the profits, and raise a tog
replacement.

Moe 55c. Made
rugged lfrgauge highcarbon steel.
(No. UTS-5).

of

regularly
45c

Unico Grease

3i•

regularly sC
UN
$7.20

Save 14c. No more seasonal
change-overs with this oil. Its
heat-proof and cold-proof. Works
equally well in both cold and hot
weather. (10W-30).

100 Watt Bulb

regularly

$1.15

Dog Food-$1.00 OFF on 100 lbs.

79'

Save 36c. Each holds one pint.
Unbreakable polyethylene. Flexible--won't crack when cold. Seals
tight.

/
1
4 lb. Terramycin

$3.45

$14.49

regularly
$4.17

5 gals
Save $6.21.
White, selfcleaning, oil.
base paint.
(Unico No. 241
or 271).

Save 72c. Soluble powder.
For cattle.
hogs, sheep,
poultry.

Save now on Red Ranger Nuggets
dry Dog Food. Exploded for terrific tastiness. 25c off on 25 lbs.

506 off Per bushel on

Wire Stretchers

$2.49

HYBRIDS

regularly
$3.40

Order now, take delivery by AM
14th. No &path required. Topquality tits-profit Southern States
Hybrid Seed Coen. All varieties certified.

Save 91c. Getz
barbed wire
extra tight.
Kid.by Townsend.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
SOU THERM
STATES
COOPM111011

399 Central Ave.
South Fulton, Tenn.

rift 25

OU lbs.

Save $1.70. Does the work of
four greases . . chassis grease,
wheel-bearing grease, universal
joint grease, and water-pump
grease.
Never softens or runs, never
gets stiff, never washes out.
(No. B550).

titat4 =row

9 Plastic Food Containers

1 CA
I Ole
S a- v e 10c.
Made by famous m a n ufacturer. Topquality, longburning. Stock
up now.

regularly
$20.70

11.50
'

$14.45

Unico 12M Oil

Save $3.00.
Pop-up type.
Makes delicious toast. 115V, AC only.
(Manning-Bowman 34506).

General Purpose
Exterior White Paint

regularly

Long-handle Shovel

$9.95

regularly
25c

Aluminum Step Ladder

Rake

Save Sc. Rugged steel,
hardwood handle. (Unico
No. DB15).

loom windows too.

Portable Mixer

S1.18
regularly$1.48
Sa ve 30c.
Good quality

Save $3.20. Works by compressed
Sprays thoroughly, rapidly,
formly. Adjusts from fine mist
30ft. spray. (Unico No. 1401J).

$2.64

41,

Save 91c. Nipple prevents
calf from gulping milk.
Ends w a s te. Nipple included.

2.10

$1

I•I

$3.20

10 Grease Cartridges

regularly
$3.50

$14.95
$18.95
$18.25

Save 00o. Samples' Gleaner. Drabs
qp fat, SCUM OM dirt like amide.
Works well in hard or soft water. hot
or cold water. ?cgs Ix Mabee. Gm

regularly

4" Nylon Brush

regularly
$10.65

F-asY

Alli Dairy Cleaner

FREE Rainfall Gauge with
Southern States Fertilizer

regularly
$3.00

.

3/
1
2Gal. Sprayer
'.
7 45

terms

AMINNI•VIIM

regularly
$6.95

regularly
52.65
Save 76c. Onequart size.
Comes wi
with
20" extension
tube and
justable
spreader.
(Model F).

Top-quality first-line tires.
Tough cool-running Nylon
carcass. Tops for mileage
and safety. Generous guarantee. 4-ply black. Prices

Save $3.10 on this "4" pipe. Flexible, lightweight. Install yourself.
Costs less than galvanized pipe yet
outw,ears it. Acid and rodent proof.'

$14.75 a

$1.89

Tool Box
$2.23
regularly
$3.35
Rugged
seamless
construetion. 1434"
x 7W x 6.
(No. 5314).

Electric Fan
SOUTHERN
STATES
SAY55
• es.1,,ey

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
Seeds - Feeds-Fertiliser-Fencing - Roofing

$19.95 „
regularly
$29.95
Save $10.00.
Keep cool. Big
20" blades. 3
speeds. (No.
20514).

•
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CAYCE NEWS
Ms.. visite* Bondiaraat

Inez Menees and Nanme, who are
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Linder. We hope they
will soon be home.
Mr. Neal Kervin of Chicago,
Illinois visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Johnson last week.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice visited wi1 Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Caniele Friday afternoon.
Kenny Wade, a 7tudent in Murray College spent the weekend
with his .rents Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade.
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant and
Mrs. Raymond Sloan accompanied
their pupils to Memphis, Tennessee Saturday to the Ice Follies.
The stewardship study of the
Cayce Methodist Church met in
the home of Mrs. Mary Cruce
Wednesday night. A nice crowd
was present and was enjoyed very
much. They will meet for three
more weeks to continue the study.
The W. S. C. S. of the Cayce
Methodist Church met in the home
of Mrs. James McMurray Thursday night. The bible study is being given by Mrs. Chester Wade.

1 Around and About
Our Town

• NEW HOPE NEWS • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Elsner Walston

Mrs Corey Frith"'•

The Fultdt News, Thursday, Mgrch-15, 196:
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their friends will be glad to know with Fulton City -and South Fu
ten basketball teams going
of each improvement.
State T-lurnaments, we take gre:
liro. Harold Craig filled his appride in their aceottplLstunerit
pointment at Dukedom M. E.
There Las been some fine coact
Church Sunday at 11 A. M. Suning behind the honors as well
10 A. M.
day School is hell
good sportsmanship on the pia'
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Vincent en- ers, and congratulations are
tertained at their home Sunday in order.
observai.ce of all the birthday of
their families. A delicious noon
HOLD THAT POSE!
day meal was enjoyed by all, as
well as the fellowship which is an
The other day Paul McCla
annual affair.
rushed into the drug store an
Youth appreciation week was panted. "Quick, my father sill
observed several menths ago, but pod off the ladder and is hangin
now every week this writer by his britches "r - m the pore
watches-94r youth show apprecia- roof!"
tion and to honor the accomplish-"But What can I do about ft"
ments of youth in the home, was Cleta Beggs's question.
school, church and community.
"You can give me a new roll (
Their stories arz not too long or
film for my camera!"
too detailed to report in these
items, yet I might not be able to
get a concise report. Right now
Say "It's Iii The News"

Rev. James Holt filled his reguMr. and Mrs. Elmer Cavender
were last Sunday dinner guest in lar appointment at New Salem
the home of Mr. and Mrs., Earl Baptist Church the past Sunday
By Ruby Neisler
at 11 A M. Sunday School meets
Williams.
at l0 A. M. and the evening serMr. and Mrs. Neal Hedge, Mr.
A cheery good morning to
vice held preceeding the B. T. U.
and Mrs. Willie Cavender were
everyone.
Service. Announcement of the
It is with deep regret that we last Sunday guests in our home. Spring revival to begin Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Byrd, who
learn of the fact that Mr. James
April 1, will be conducted by Rev.
White, vice-president and cashier were recently married have n.ov- Henry Davis of Paris, Tennessee.
of the City National Bank has ed into Vieir near trailer home Pastor Holt and the church inresigned and will soon be going to on the Fulton highway.
vite all who will o join in worMr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson were
Union city as vice-president of
ship in this crusade of all Bapthe Old and Third National Bank. Thursday night supper guests in tist Churches.
We wish for you much success in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
Goodrich.
your new work, Mr. White.
Visitors in our home last week daughter Jacquline of Dresden
Tommy Carrington was a very
spent,5.unday here with parents
happy young man Friday, March were Mr. and Mrs. William..PittMr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter near
9 when a number of his friends, man of Fulton and Mr. an'd Mrs.
here.
both lad and lass gathered to help William Cavender of Dukedom,
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson of
him celebrate his tenth birthday. Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams, Mr. Wingo Route were Sunday guests
in the home of his grandparents
Mr. and Mi-s. Hays Bryan. Mrs. and Mrs. Elmer Walston enjoyed of children Mr. and Mrs. Ruble
Bryan and Mrs. Virginia Colley a fish dinner at Reelfoot Lake Thomas near here.
Karen, teenage daughter of Mr.
were the hostesses. Games were Sunday.
Mr. Fred Hudson has bought the and Mrs. Doyle Frields leaves
enjoyed with Kim Homra and
Tommy Bynum winning the prizes. grocery store from E. B. Walston. Tuesday for Nashville, Tennessee
After they tired of playing the The building will be moved to the for the basketball tournament,
Call Ds To Save .
place sometime this where she is a member of South
time came that Tommy was anx- Hudson
Fulton cheer-leading squad. She
iously waiting for - that of open- week.
The production of the principal ing his many nice
My husband and I would like to is a freshman, and along with
Money On Repairs
gifts. These like
crops grown in Tennessee in 1961 all other children were
hungry af- thank everyone that we have many fans of S. Fulton will be
satisfied cuatomer Is our
is valued at $341,773,000:- In value ter a busy evening.
They fairly done business with in the past attending the State Basketball
best testimonial. That is
of production, cotton ranks first in stuffed theirselves
on red velvet twenty years. It has been a plea- Tournament and enjoying the
why we give you fast, efficithe state followed by tobacco, cake, ice cream, punch
and cook- sure to serve you, but poor health sights of the State Capitol.
ent, technical service and
corn, hay, soybeans, wheat, straw- ies. The very
things that appeal has forced us to do this and we
Get-well wishes are extended to
loo rates on TV repairs. Lt
berries, and oats for the top eight to all young
appetite's. The ones will miss you all.
Mr. Will Buck, well known citizen
all adds-up to saving yes
crops.
who shared this happy occasion
of Dukedom section, by all his
E5
with Tommy were: Vicki Vowel], Wrware
friends here. Mr. Buck is a patiFay Ruddle, Pam Grooms, Phylis Mt.
ent
in
the
Hillview
Hospital and
Moriah Community
•It's true...you wear this amazCraig, Janet Long, Kim Bynum
Aotr.
all his friends will regret to heat
• sr 21 IY.ti
By Mrs Marion Milam
ing new Sonotone hearing aid ALU
and Dona Bynum, Kim Homra,
of
his
serious
illness.
IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
Todd
Shupe,
Jody
Gamble,
Mike
Mrs. Holt. wife of Rev. James
worn anywhere else. The smallest
Han, Richard Tidwell, Tommy .Mr. Ralph McKnight, Sheffield, Holt, pastor of New Salem BapSonotono ever, it weighs only
All Makes and Models
Bynum, Bobby Bynum, Ronnie Alabama and Mrs. Frank Trapp tist Church is attending the bedhalf an ounce, including battery.
•
Gayle, Rickey Launder, Timmy and Barry of Denver, Colorado side of her father, C. 0. Meacham
Phone 307
MOTOROLA
306 Main Street
Foster, Brent McMinn, Jimmy and are visiting relatives this week- in the Fulton hospital. Mr. MeachSales and Service
end.
Drew
Bynum.
Mrs.
D.
D.
Long
OF PADUCAH
•
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam and am is critically ill after suffering
and Mrs. Bobby Bynum assisted
Box 1133
120 S. 5th St.
a heart attack a week ago, later
the hostesses in serving. Tommy children were Sunday dinner developing pneumonia and all
•
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
wishes
to
thank
everyone
for
supplies:
Batteries, hearing aid
friends. aer anxious about his
making his birthday a very hap- Elliott.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Webb and condition.
py one. Have many more happy
Fulton, Ky. 111 Lake St.
Phone 454
408 Lake St.
Miss Joy • Vincent, •student at
children and Mr. and Mrs. Dick
birthdays, Tommy.
Mr. Morris Wiley has returned Grissom were last Sunday visitors Murray State spent - Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Grissom. her parents Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
AiiiillilM1.1111111111.11.11MERk. home from the Kennedy Veterans of Mr.
'
and Mrs. Dick Grissom will Vincent in Dukedom.
Hospital in Memphis. Mr. Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Westmoresuffered a stroke in December. soon be moving into their new
You'll Say they're delicious!
He is much improved. He was em- home. It is almost completed. We land have improved over a period
of several weeks, since each have
ployed arA. C. Butts grocery be- are happy for them.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. J. C. been in failing health for most of
fore suffering a stroke.
Mrs. Billie Clark is home from King of Chicago to this com- the winter months, and all of
the hospital in Memphis after munity.
Mr. in
-id-Mrs. Coy Harrison have
having undergone surgery. She is
Fulion, Ky.
Lake Street
recently moved from this com- Accurate
greatly improved.
The home of Mr, and Mrs. munity. We wish them lots of
WORKMANSHIP
1
Lewis Holly has been quite jolly happiness in their new home and
111,
At Low Cost
and pleasant place as her daugh- community.
**. ..:;W••••
ter Mrs. Jewell Hinkle and Mr.
••••••
Watches. Clocks and Thne
7.
0
Hinkle and their children of returned to San Francisco, Cali- Pieces of All Kinds AccuSikeston, Missouri visited them. fornia after haying spent a week
rately Repaired at Lew Cost
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ferguson of with his parents. He is supposed
by—
Memphis were guests to make to be on duty and aboard his ship
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL • 16 PROOF
ANDREWS
things even more brighter. They on the sixteenth.
had their daughter Mrs. Robert
Well, I'll see you again and just
Jewelry Company
Bone for the week. There is never keep smiling.
a dull day at the Holly house.
Mr. and Mrs. John Childers and
little son,, who have been guests of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. L.
outside. Still another: tough but gentle one-piece
Dwight left last Sunday for their
Mono-Plate rear springs that outdo many a bigger car
home in Detroit, Michigan.
Who ever thought a car that saves like this could have for quiet comfort.Any wonder Chevy II won Car Life
Mrs. D. D. Long visited her sisso much sizzle? Chevrolet engineers, that's who! magazine's 1962 Engineering Excellence award hands,
ter Mrs. Sampson Harris and Mr.
Liveliness and luxury for a low,low price were exactly down?(The wonder would be if you settled for anyHarris in Mayfield last weekend.
Mrs. Virginia Colley and Richwhat they had in mind to begin with. And they began thing less—once you get your hands
ard Tidwell and Mr. and Mrs.
from scratch with a whole carload of ingenious new on one at your Chevrolet dealer's!) CHEVROLE1
Hays Bryan and Tommy visited
ideas designed to give you More for your money.
last Sunday with Mrs. Madylin
That spunky 6 with gas-sipping stinginess is-just one
Carrington and Linda. They also
visited Mrs. Billie Ellis in Gleaexample. Another: a new unitized Body by Fisher
son, Tennessee.
that's fit for a full-size family inside, easy to park
Mrs. A. R. Austin and Ludene
Rushing visited Ludene's• mother
Mrs. Dewey Leigont in Latham
last Saturday.
The teenagers of the Central
Church were in a group that went
to Martin last Sunday afternoon
and attended the revival that is in
progress there.
Mr. and Mrs. b. K. Guerley
have been very happy for the past
week as they have had their son
FOR SURGICAL PROTECTION
MR HOSPITAL PROTECTION
Larry, a fireman machinist with
them. He arrived here Sunday
morning March the fourth at two
o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Guerley,
Modern, Scientific Hospital Care ... Miracle drugs and medicines
Larry and Jimmy spent last Sun... to treat and cure illness, to prolong life-day in Lexington, Tennessee as
With Blue Cross-Blue Shield, all members of the family (husband,
the guests of Mrs. Gurley's mothwife and all unmarried children from oge 30 days to 19 years) hove
er, Mrs. W. C. Lewis. Larry has
help in meeting the cost of rare when they need it most. Your Family
needs Blue Cross-Blue Shield.

Mrs. Bessie Allen and grandson
Danny spent the weekend in Louisville, Kentucky with her niece,
Mrs. Bennie Oliver and Mr.
Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
were last Tuesday guests of their
son Charles A. Sloan, wife and
Covington,
granddaughters
in
Tennessee.
Mr. Charles A. Burns of Huntsville, Alabama spent the weekend with his mother Mrs. Cassie
Burns.
We are glad Mrs. Effie Roper is
able to be back home after several weeks in Fulton hospital. Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Liliker visited
Mrs. Roper Friday afternoon.
Danny Bondurant of Fulton,
Kentucky spent the weekend with
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Bondurant.
Neighbors and friends miss Mrs.

'THAT'S ALL?'
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Roper Television
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Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
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Price,spice and everything nice!

ChevyB.Nova
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HELP YOU AFFORD
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REMEMIER: BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD HAVE NEVER CANCELLED
MEMBERSHIP BECAUSE OF AGE, HEALTH, OR RETIREMENT.

gigii

$2.23
ocularly
$3.35
ugZed

lamless
flit rue-

in. 14%'
7%- x
lo. 5314).

195
dad,

$10.00.
ool. Big
ades. 3
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4111

There are no claims to file. Slue Cross-Blue Shield pay your
hospital and doctor direct.
Dependents of deceased members, and young people reaching
age I or marrying before 19, may continue protection by
transfer to their own membership.

THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO APPLY
GROUP:
Most people join the Group where they
work. II you don't have a group, and
More ore Ilse or more employees ask
yaw employe, about formong a Group.

INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY,
yew are ge or under, in good hoe",
and neither you nor your spouse worts
where there ore more thou 10 as.
ployeos, you may apply direct. Mel
the coupon below.

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY
SLUE CROSS-SLUR SHIRR
3101 Bardstown Reed
twinge 5, Kentasky

You've been hopirn, for • formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

NF-5

Please send rn• Information and an applke's,,,,, tar it..
1,,,j,„4,,,e1 and ranuly Nowt& Sufgucol ProtactMa Plans.

Crou-Ilwo Weld

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

GERIATRIC
capsules

•

,

'
•
'
The sporty Chevy 11 Nuns Convertible and sprightly 4-1kor Sedan

See the nor ('Ilevy II at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.

STATE

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

104 East Fourth Street

Phones 38. 8C

Fulton

CLASSIFIED ADS
TIRED KIDNEYS
OT YOU DOWN? Make the
UKETS 4-day 39e test. Give
idneys a gentle life vvith BUKTS well-balanced formula. Help
.t rid Of Uric waste that may cause
etting up nights, scanty passage,
urning, backache, leg Pains- If
it pleased, your 39c back at any
rug store. TODAY at BENNETT
'RUG STORE, FULTON.

FOR FtEN'i. Flom sanding maVet's Aide Here
Home News In The News
chine and electric floor polishWhen Its
s
er and electric vacuum cleanB. D. Nisbet, a Contact RepreSay "It's In The News"
ers. Fxcilange Furniture Co. sentative of the Kentucky DisablReal Estate in Fulton
ed Ex-Service Men's Board will
-see --TV REPAIR: all ma.. and models.
IV ANTENNAb: we install- be present on March 16,
1962, at
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
trade--repair and move. Get the American Legion Hall
CHARL
ES
BURRO
W.
W
in Fulfactory-trained
technicians for
our prices. We service all makes
Rhone 61 black-and-whit
ton, Kentucky ,to assist veterans (09 Walnut
e and color. "SerTV. Phone :to Roper Television
vice is our hu.4"...w" "..rryrnan
and their dependents with claims t.'arrn Loans
Appliances,
215 Main Street,
Conventional Loans
TV Antennas: quick and efficient for benefits due them as a result
phone 126.
installation service; all types. of their military service.
FHA Loans
Merryman Appliances, phone 126,
He will be present from 9:00 -The very best selection of real
Fulton.
estate for sale at all times I
A. M. until 3:00 P. M.

FLOWERS

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our LowCost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries Hie
Cheek Book!

Wick Smith Agency

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 8, 1962

CHILL-FILTERED
BOURBON
NOW

YEARS OLD!

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"

OIIMMEMM.Mters

Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

1.

Glenmore
a full 90-proof
of Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Only $1.50 /
1
2 pint
DIstribured by Bryant Distr. Co., Ow•nsboro, Ky.

24 Hoar Service
Phone 62- Nights 1611

WE

RENT - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

You'll be wantin' to get the most
for your money, whether 'us St. Patrick's or any other day ... that's
why a trip to Piggly Wiggly will
warm your heart and cool your budget! The green in your purse will be
lastin' longer when you ...
SHOP

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fu4ton. Ky.

40
For The

4

FULL SET OFFER!
TIRES

BEST
and

95

New Nylons! With new
TUFSYN rubber! These are
Goodyear's great new AllWeather "42' tires that ride
smoother, cooler. Save on this
Spring offer nowt

2

6.70 rs 15 blackwall
tubsfitype. Plus
too 6 old fire
off, your car.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE

BATTERY BUY
Great power plant for
the economy minded.
Fully charged and tested,
acid filled. See us for
low prices on 12-volt too!

$

Furniture Company

88

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

ewelt

C & U TIRE COMPANY
03 REED ST.

PHONE 947

FULTON, KY.

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

milksamsk

CHAIR SALE!
Description

Early American Chairs
Foam Rubber Cushion And Back

Reg. Price

Sale Price

$69.95

$32.95
$34.95
$24.95

Barrel Back Platform Rocker

$49.95

Wing Back Club Chairs

$59.95

Channel Back Chair
With Foam Rubber Cushion

$69.95

Boudoir Chairs _ _

$29.95

Platform Rockers

$21.50

TV Chairs _

$19.95

Hi Back Rockers

$29.95

$34.95
$14.95
$11.95
$ 9.95
$16.95

For those who come early, we have a limited number of Brass Magazine Racks for
ONLY
99c

DEL MONTE

CHILI PEPPER 22 oz. _ _ _ 59c
DROMFDARIF
PIMENTO 4- 7 oz.
$1.00
-li BUTTER 3 Lb. _ _ $1.00
DEL MONTE
RED SALMON Lb.
79c

SUGAR

FULTON,

SACRAMENTO

PEACHES 4- 2 1-2 Cans __ $1.00

89c

10 LB.
BAG
BUSH BLACKEYE

PEARS 4 - 303 Cans _ ___ $1.00 PEAS 7- 301Cans
$1.00
SHOWBOAT PORK AND
BUSH PURPLE HULL
BEANS 5 - 2 1-2 _ _
_ $1.00 PEAS 7 - 303 Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00
DEL MONTE FRUIT
BUSH CROWDER
COCKTAIL 4- 303 Cans _ $1.00 PEAS 7 - 303 Cans
$1.00
RUSH SHELLY
BROCK
BEANS 6 - 303 Cans
$1.00 MARSHMELLOWS 3 Lb. $1.00
LIBBY'S

BEANS

DEEP BROWN
WITH PORK
14-oz. Can

ANGEL FOOD

Req. 59c _ _ _ _ 39c
PARTY PAK SWEET
PICKLES at. Jar
49c
PARAMOUNT POLISH
PICKLES 01 Jar _ _
_ 45c
PARAMOUNT DILL
PICKLES at. Jar
29c

SPRY

10c

PLYMOUTH

CAKES

COFFEE

2 Lbs.

CORN 12 oz. Can
MEXICORN 12 oz. Can _
GREEN GIANT
PEAS 303 Can
GREEN GIANT

SHORTENING
3 LB. CAN

FRESH MORRELL PRIDE

97c

.GREEN GIANT NIBLET

15c
15c
15c

69c

FRESH GROUND

PORK BRAINS Lb. _ _ _ _ 19c HAMBURGER 3 Lbs. _ _ $1.00
MORRELL PRIDE
MORRELL BONELESS
WIENERS Lb.
49c
HAMS
4 Lb. Can
$3.29
PURE PORK
OLD FASHION HOOP
SAUSAGE 3 Lbs.
_ _ $1.00 CHEESE Lb.
59c
SHARP CHEDDER
SLICE1 al'
w 3 Lbs.
$1.00 CHEESE ft.
79c

FRYERS
RED JONATHAN

APPLES 4 Lb.
FLORIDA JUMBO

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURECO:
, POTATOES
PHONE 1

SOUTH
FULTON

GO
PRIWEAPPLE 5 Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00
STOKLEY
APPLESAUCE 6 - 303 Cans $1.00
PACKER LABEL
TOMATOES 8 - 303 Cans _ _ $1.00

GODCHAUX

SACRAMENTO

ORANGES Doz.

LAKE STREET

PIGGLY WIGGLY

WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS! OPEN ON SUN. 1: P. M. TIL
9 P. M.

GRADE A
WHOLE
EACH

69c

FIRST OF SEASON

29c STRAWBERRIES Pint _ _ _ 39c
BLACK DIAMOND
39c WATER MELONS 1-4 Slice 49c
RED
JUMBO SIZE
25 LB.

19c

ACRES OF FREE PARKING... WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

